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]	 Adeptshlp - Its Real Meanlng and Signlficance 

] 
Attalning real Adeptshlp lS more dlfficult than being selected for, 

and tralnlng with, a 'Speclal Forces' unit (such as the Britlsh SAS). I shall 
explaln why thls lS so, but first wlll describe what genuine Adeptshlp LS,] An Adept lS an indlvidual who has undertaken an Occult quest and who 
has, as a result of that quest, the following abilities/attributes: 
a)' a real understandlng of esoteric, Occult matters, and a deep esoteric] knowledge/lnslght; b) esoterlC skills - chlef of which is empathy: with both 
natural and 'Occult' forces/energles. An important aspect of this empathy 
[an lntuitive understandlng of thlngs as those things are in their essence]

] lS wlth living beings and that specles mis-named Homo Sap lens Sapiens; 

J 

c) a unlque character - formed via experlence; d) a unique 'philosophy of llfe' 
attalned Vla self-discovery and self-experlence - by finding answers unaided. 

Adeptship results from a transformation - a transmutation of the lndlvidual.] ThlS beglns at Inltiatlon, whether that be ceremonial or hermetic [i.e. 
as part of a group or alone]. It is an internal alchemical process of change 

.and occurs on all levels - the pSyChlC, the magickal, the intellectual, the 
psychologlcal and the physical. It is the blrth of a new individual who has 
Skllls, knowledge, understanding and judgement not possessed by the majorlty. 

The changes themselves arise from a synthesis - there lS an evolution of the

] lndivldual and their consciousness because of a successful response to a challenge. 
Or rather, because of a serles of such successful responses over a perlod 
of some years. In essence, the Initlate undertakes a challenge, strlves 
to achleve a certain goal, and if successful, grows in character, maturlty,]	 knowledge, esoterlC skill and so on. They then moye on to new challenges, 
until the process is complete and Adeptship attalned. The challenges 
themselves occur on all the levels mentioned above - l.e. the pSyChlC, the

]	 maglckal (or Occult), the intellectual, the psychological and the physlcal. 
~ulntessentially, the path to Adeptship is a quest which lnvolves ordeals, 

the achlevement of goals and so on. Furthermore, the quest is individual and

] lnvolves experiences in the real world: not just 'in the head' or of a 
'magickal' nature. By its nature it is solitary - it lnvolves the indlvidual 
overcomlng the challenges, undertaklng the ordeals, alone. If certain ordeals 
and challenges and experiences are not undertaken - and lf all of them are not] done alone - then there is no real achievement and thus no genulne Adeptship. 

The nature of the experiences, challenges and ordeals WhlCh are necessary, 
and the fact that they all must be done alone and unaided, makes Adeptshlpo difficult to attaln, and is the reason why real Adepts are rare, although 
there are many who claim the achievement. 

Returning to the example mentloned above - that is, real Adeptshlp is more 
dlfflcult to attain than belng selected for and successfully tralning wlth a 
Speclal Forces unit. The selectlon proceedures for such a Unit are tough, and 
the training likewise. But the lndivldual undergoing them has a definlte, 
concrete goal - and that indlvidual lS wlth others: there is a comraderle,]	 a desire not to 'lose face' ln front of others. Also, the indlvidual is ln 
a definite environment - usually a tralning camp wlth Instructors and other 
members of the Unit. There lS a 'tradltlon' wlth its special slgns: a unlform,

]	 a beret, an lnslgnia. And everyday concerns - food, shelter etc. - are taken care of.* 
In contrast, the goal of Adeptshlp lS mostly intangible: lt seems 'maglckal' 

and Occult; part of another world. Further, the Inltiate is on thelr own and 

J stlll lives, for the most part, In the 'real world' - they have responslbllity 
to clothe and feed themselves (at the very least) and find or have some shelter. 

*Except, of course, durlng tralning excerClses of the survival kind - but these are 
llmlted, ln tlme and space, and part of 'the course' whlch is real and known. 
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But there ~s more. The physical challenges alone which an asp~rant Adept 

must undertake are. ~n fact. more diff~cult. more tough. than those used 
by any Spec~al Forces un~t. They are more test~ng. more select~ve. Only the r 
strongest. the most determ~ned. surv~ve them. Add to these phys~cal challenges 
the many others that are requ~red - ~ntellectual. mag~ckal. psycholog~cal and 
so on - and ~t 1S easy to understand why Adepts (or genu~ne ones at least) [ 
are so rare. and why they are part of an el~te. 

Of course. there are many - ~n fact. most - who call themselves Occult~sts 

of whatever Path or none. who mainta~n that such th~ngs are not requ~red for [
Adeptship to be ach~eved. [I shall describe ~n detail the actual challenges 
themselves. shortly.) 

These Occult~sts maintain that Adeptsh~p ~s actually one or more of the •
i 

follow~ng: (a) amassing a great amount of what passes for 'esoter~c knowledge' :.. 
I 

by. for example. read~ng a lot of books and magazines. and by attend~ng var~ous 
meet~ngs/d~scuss~ons/conf~rences/part~cipating "Magic(k)al" (b) be~ng ..~n forays; 
g~ven the title 'Adept' t e~ther (i) someone else for serv~ces rendered or L 
whatever. or (ii)undertak ~g a self-written/published "R~te" after wh~ch one 
congratulates oneself and lses the title Adept; (c) achieving an "enl~ghtenment" 

dur~ng some stupour/trance/commun1cat~onceremony/working/ritual/d~scussion/induced [
w~th a supra-personal entity/extra-terrestrial ~ntell~gence; (d) be1ng "chosen" 
by someone/some entity/some extra-terrestrial intelligence; (e) hang~ng around 
the Occult scene for so long that one feels entitled to call oneself an Adept. [All of these are merely delusions of atta~nment. I do not expect th~s 

article to shatter the delusions and illusions of the deluded - for they need them 
and the false Adepts will continue to fantasize about their ach~evement Just 
as many ~ndividuals will cont~nue to fantasize about belonging to or hav~Qg [
belonged to. various Special Forces units. What this article will do. ~s'to 

present the real meaning and s~gnificance of Adeptship in a way wh~ch ~s not 
open to mis-interpretation: to reveal. for once and for all. the ~llus~ons of [
Occultists for what they are. and thus what is really necessary for genu~ne 

Adeptship. 

Among the challenges an Adept has successfuly undertaken. are the [ 
following: 
1) Several phySical (and mental) goals of which the minimum standards are 
(a) walking 32 miles carrying a pack weighing not less than 301bs ~n under [
7 hours over difficult hilly terrain; (b) running 20 miles in less than 2~hours 

over fell-like/mountainous terrain; (c) cycling not less than 200 miles ~n 12 hours. 
2) Having organized and run for not less than six months. a mag~ckal/Occult 

group/coven/Temple of not less than seven people and performed ceremon~al I 
and hermetic rituals regularly.
 
3) Having found and loved (and probably lost) at least one 'magickal compan~on'
 

and worked with them in a magickal and personal way over a per~od of many months.
 I 
4) Having attained an understanding and mastery of esoteric mag~ck - external 
and internal - via practical workings over a concentrated per~od of t~me last~ng -at least two years. And, folloWing this. have begun to understand what ~s 

beyond external and internal magick - i.e. Aeonic mag~ck and processes. 
5) Having experienced in real-life situations, danger involv~ng one's poss~ble 

death. • 
6) Having faced ~any and severe dilemmas of a personal and 'moral' nature 
the resolution .= which required a choice and which consequently brought a 
maturity of outlook and a sadness. 
7) Hav~ng spent at least three months living totally alone in an isolated area r 
without talk~ng to anyone and without any modern comforts and distractions. 
8) Havlng developed one's ~ntellect by 
h~therto fore~gn to one: e.g. advanced 

master~ng a complex and abstract subJect 
mathemat~cs. The Star Game; symboliC Lag lC . I 

I 
-



Show me someone who has not done the above (or very sim1lar th1ng?) alone and who 
cla1ms to be an Adept, and I w1ll show you a liar - be that liar aware of 
the lie. or unaware of it. For too long. the 1ntentional and unintentional liars 
have had no one to challenge them - and the1r characterless verS10n of 
'Adeptsh1p' or 'Adepthood'. 

•	 All the challenges enumerated above breed character. They are format1ve; 
they create the Adept. And those ment10ned are only some of the challenges 
an In1t1ate must successfully exper1ence and tr1umph over - there are many 
more. 

There is no easy way, no easy path, to Adeptsh1p. The journey takes 
years, and involves self-effort, self-discovery, unaided. It 1nvolves tr1umphs, 
and m1stakes - and learn1ng from one's m1stakes. But perhaps most of all 1t 
1nvolves a comm1tment and a learning from practical experience. 

However, 1t should be remembered that Adeptship is not the end of the 
quest. There are stage~ beyond. which requ1re even more difficult and dangerous 

•	 experiences - which need even more self-honesty. For. conventionally, Adeptsh1p 
1S only half-way between In1tiat1on and the ult1mate goal, somet1mes described 
as the gateway to immortality. 

As w1th Adeptship. there are many who cla1m to have been to the stages• 
beyond Adeptsh1p - who claim to be 'Masters' or Grand Masters, or even 
the stage beyond! Like most 'Adepts', these are liars, both intent10nal 
and un1ntent1onal, and they will be exp?sed 1n another iconoclast1c article.
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Mastery - Its Real Meanlng and Slgnlflcance 
• 

Mastery is one of the names glven to the achlevement. by an lndlvldual. 
of one of the advanced stages of the Occult way or path. In the [ 
septenary tradltlon - WhlCh some regard as the authentlc Western tradltlon 
ln contradlstlnctlon to the Hebrew 'Qabalah' - thlS stage is the flfth 
of the seven that mark the quest. and those who reach lt are often [
known by the tltles Master of Temple or Mlstress of Earth. 

It follows from the stage of Internal Adept. WhlCh lS the stage of 
Adeptshlp [qv. the MSS 'Adeptshlp - Its Real Meanlng and Slgnlficancel. 
Between the two, lles an area often called 'The Abyss'. Baslcally, an -Internal Adept [or slmply 'Adept' for short: an 'Internal' Adept lS 
distingulshed from an 'External' Adept by vlrtue of the former havlng 
achleved an lnternal.as well as an external lnslght/understandlng and • 
a Sklll ln both lnternal and external maglck] has dlscovered the nature 
of their unlque Destiny ln the real world. That lS, they are aware of 
personal wyrd. Before they can venture lnto and beyond the Abyss, thls 
Destlny has to be strlved for - the Adept has to make real. ln the real -
world, this dream of Destlny. 

For every Adept, the Destlny' lS unlque. But for all it means an lnteractlon 
wlth the real world - ln effect transformlng thelr inner vlsion and energles -I ln a practlcal way and so ln some way (often quite slgnlficant) changlng 
the real world. All Adepts effect changes in others. Some do thlS ln 
a dlrectly maglckal way - for instance, by runnlng a Temple/group and [
teaching esoteric tradltlons. Some do it Vla creatlvlty - for instance, 
music, Art, wrltlng. Some do lt via direct action WhlCh appears to non
Initiates as divorced from OCcultlsm - for instance, politics or bUSlness. [
Some combine elements of all of these. There are many other ways. What lS 
lmportant is that the Adept is using their skills and abilities, derlved 
from achleving Adeptshlp, in a practical way - their life has a vltalLty, [a purpose, a dynamlsm which lS beyond that of most others. 

While this is occuring, the Adept is learnlng and evolvlng further. 
For some Adepts, the majority in fact, thlS lnteraction, this strlvLng 
for a Destlny, is totally satisfying. In effect, their wyrd lS thlS Destlny. [
[Note: wyrd and Destiny are not ldentical. Wyrd is beyond, but lncludes 
personal Destiny. The 'Tree of Wyrd' comprlses all the seven spheres 
or stages of the Occult quest.] In esoteric terms, they possess no [
desire to progress further; and usually their desire to follow the 
Occult path to its ending fades, slowly, and then is lost ln everyday 
and personal concerns. Their quest has been a phase of their lives - a 
rewarding one, but nevertheless a phase, which they mostly consider they I 
have 'outgrown'. 

However, some Adepts see and understand this Destlny in a dlfferent way. 
Or, rather, they feel it differently after a number of years of strlving. I 
They gradually become aware of what is beyond, in esoteric terms: they 
understand this Destiny as a part of their wyrd, and that wyrd as the 
'dialectic of change'. In essence, they understand in a real, complete way 
[i.e. not just 'in theory'] what Aeonic magick lS - of how thelr llfe and 
deeds are part of an Aeonic imperative. 

Of course, all Adepts - if they are genulne - understand the rudlments of 
Aeonic theory. But this is a purely lntellectual, abstract, understandlng. [ 
It lS cerebral, devold of numinoslty. Further, most Adepts are aware of the 
rudlments of Aeonlc magick - but, once again, thlS awareness lS cerebral. 
What occurs in some Adepts is that by the very process of strlvlng to achleve [ 
a personal Destlny ln the real world, they gradually come to understand what 
Aeonlcs really means, in personal and supra-personal terms: they experience 
Aeonic magick via their striving. ThlS makes lt real to them ln a meanlngful Iway - cerebral understanding lS mostly a vacuous understandlng. 

I 
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In esser-ce, therefore. the esoterlC understanding of these Adepts grows 

J 

1 1n the only way real esoteric understanding does - Vla practical experlence 
of the real1ties. They acqulre more lnslght into the world, the Cosmos and 
themselves. On the pSyChlC level, the energy ~hich imbued their personal 
Destlny. WhlCh gave them the vltallty, the "elan" to persue lt, wanes. 
They beg1n to seek after something else - they desire what seems to be 
an 1ntang1ble wyrd. 

Thus, they move toward 'The Abyss' after some years of strivlng 1n the 
real world, of garnlshlng experlences, of learnlng from them. In effect, 
the self-1mage, WhlCh Adeptshlp created, is wanlng. [Note: Initlation creates 
an 'ego-1mage'; an External Adept has both an ego-lmage and the beglnnlngs 
of a self-lmage. An Internal Adept has achieved a self-lmage: a certain unlty 
of conSClOUS and unconscious/pre-consclous forms. This self-image lS vltalized 
by a Destlny.) 

] 

] For a perlod, the Adept lies between two-lmages: the self-lmage WhlCh 
has almost dled, and an. 1ntanglble but tantilizing wyrd-image. ThlS 1S 
often a most difficult tlme in the personal life of the Adept. There lS 
nothlng and no one to help them. 

Gradually, they may achieve more understanding and come to understand 
the real essence hldden behlnd appearence: in themselves, others, the 
structures of the world, the cosmos itself. They will also come to reallzel	 what 1S mlsslng from thelr own life - in terms of experience. Accordingly, they 
will redress the balance by livlng to attain what they lacked, to fully 
complete themselves. This, of course, is difficult. requlring as lt does not I	 
only a genulne self-honesty and awareness, but also a real understandlng of
 
what the balance ltself actually lS. Here, 'theory', book-learnlng and such
 
llke 1S no use.
 

J Then, when some balance is achleved, there will be a discovery of the essence 
of not only AeonlC Maglck but also what the essence of magickal forces 
really are. A dis-covery of that which is beyond opposites - a return to and 

J
 a going away from, primal Chaos.
 
Following	 all this, there is usually an ordeal which lS magickally ruthless 

WhlCh ascertains if the person undertaking it has actually achieved both 
an lnternal and a maglckal mastery. In the septenary tradition, thlS ordeal

] 1S the Grade Rltual of Master/Mistress which involves the candidate walklng. 
alone and unalded and carryin'1 all food etc., a distance of 80 miles in 
1solated terraln, starting at sunrise on the first day and endlng at sunset 

i on the second day. After reaching the target dlstance, a maglckal rltual 1S 
I performed WhlCh is psychlcally dangerous. 

Then, there lS a certain satisfaction of having achieved the stage of 
Master of Temple/Mistress' of Earth. 

, Naturally, the above ~s only a brief outline of the transitlon from 
Adept to Master or Mistress. The salient points are that it lnvolves many 
years of	 striving for something in the real world, of causing changes via a Destiny; 
that there are and must be more experiences to take the individual far beyond 
'the self'; and that there is a real understanding of what lies beyond 

l external and internal~aglck - of the patterns and processes of dialectlc change, 
of evolutlon 1tself: ln brlef, of Aeonics. And a real Mastery of forms. 

To provoke or cause the indivldual to go beyond 'the self', the experlences 
of necesslty are hard. By their nature they take the Adept to and beyond the

l llmits of llv1ng - mostly ln a way more extreme than those which form the 

1 
character of an Adept and which therefore a novice may undertake to experlence 
and learn from and so grow. 

Because of all thlS, the Adept who progresses to the stage beyond possesses 
real w1sdom. They have achleved many thlngs. They are different from ordlnary 
mortals - 1ns1de, where it matters. They know because they have experlenced: 
because they have seen more of llfe; because they have been to the llmlts of 
themselves and gone beyond what they were. And because they have maintalned 
thelr resolve to follow the Occult path they have chosen to its end1ng. 



In effect, they belong to a new race - they are part of an ellte more L 
excluslve than that to which Adepts belong. They have developed a slgniflcant 
part of their latent potential; have fully understood themselves, the world, 
the people in It. the esoterlC or hidden forces ln the world. and the Cosmos l 
itself. 

ThlS does not mean that they are lnfallible or that they have nothing 
more to learn. Nelther are they decelved by their own abllilles and [
understandlng. They are. however. aware of what lt lS they must do. conversant 
with thelr own abllitles and the dlalectlc of change. That lS, they know 
how to use Aeonic Magick to affect evolutlon - and do so, for thelr own 
llfe lS a part of the creative change necessary. L 

Most who claim to be a 'Master' (or 'Mistress') -are charlatans. As wlth 
the false Adepts. they appolnt themselves to this tltle, or are appolnted 

rto lt by someone who clalms to have progressed even further. They have 
not achleved It. They have not achleved anything_slgnlflcant ln creative • 
terms; have little or no self-understandlng; possess no real knowledge of 
Aeonlcs and Aeonic Magick. They have not llved their limlts - and gone beyond Lthem. They have no 'genlus', no wlsdom. They are still full of self-deluslon. 
partlcuarly about their esoteric knowledge and thelr own abilities, and have 
no real lnsight into others, let alone themselves. In fact. many who clalm 
to be 'Masters' lack even the baslc quallties of an Adept. L 

The same applies - even more so - to they who clalm to have gone 
beyond the stage of Mastery, and I shall explain why ln words WhlCh will 
expose them for the frauds that they are. [ 

The stage beyond that of Master - often slgnifled by the title 
Grand Master - requires for its achievement slgnificant Aeonic works. 
That is. it requires the person to have produced profound changes ln the 
causal and magickal forms which mark a particular Aeon: or to have actually 
presenced esoteric/magickal energies in such a way that a new Aeon is 
created. This does not mean that someone believes they have done these 
things - 'on the magickal level'. It means that the structure of evolution has 
been significantly altered in accord with the wyrd of that Grand Master/Mistress: 
and in such a way that the changes are perceptible, in real life. ln those 
forms and structures which Aeonic energy is presenced in the causal, such L 
as societies. 

This does not mean a playing at magick by heading some self-created 
Occult organization or Temple - or writing/talking at great length about Occult 
matters. Nelther does it mean that one assumes the title by taking over some L 
already existing organization or group. It most certainly does not mean 
someone else awards it or confers it. 

Further.lt means one has not only reached the llmits of present knowledge I 
regardlng Aeonics and other esoterlC matters [and knowledge in the sense of 
practical experience] but has also extended those limits by one's own 
creativlty - taken conscious evolution further. That is. added ln a profound I way to a conscious understanding and to the means for others to attaln such 
understanding. This in itself does not mean anything 'dogmatic' or of 
a religious nature - or 'given to one' by some entity/supra-personal intelligence 
or whatever. It is never 'revelatory' in the sense of a religion. That LS, .. 
lt does not mean one is "appointed" by some entity/extra-terrestrial lntelilgence 
or whatever and so "heads" some sort of messianic crusade of a religious nature. 

The frauds indulge in psuedo-mystical babble and Occult hlstrionics - .. 
they expect and mostly demand obediance.They playa "role" and often dress the 
part. Of course. by dOlng these and simllar things they obtain followers, 
sycophants - i.e. weak individuals who need to fawn and obey. All the frauds [
rely on something external to themselves, be thlS something a "role", a 
mandate, a divlne/diabolic revelation, an lmagined/real llneage, an organlzational 
authority, a messianlc/dlabolic/extra-terrestrial commission or whatever. lIn reallty, all these tralts and actions are slgns of someone ~ot yet 
achleved Adeptship - someone striving for self-inslght. 

A real Grand Master (or Mistress) has a wealth of practical experlence both 
Occult and 'in the real world'. They have genius - a highly developed lntellect L
 

•
 



and a creatlvlty. They possess empathy in the hlghest degree. They have 
Judgement. They possess a crltlcal awareness and understanding of all 
those factors and forms whlch have and do shape and change our evolution 
both conscious and unconSClOUS from lndivlduals to Aeons. And they are 
unlque - 'thelr own person'. They owe alleglance to no one and they 
are not constralned by any affectatlon or role (such as conforming to 

~ 

the lmaglned lmage of a Master or Grand Master or 'teacher'). LikeI 
genulne Masters and Mistresses, they are spontaneous and human, without 
affectation of 'knowledge' or 'cleverness'. Neither do they-pretend to be 
'venerable' . 

J 
J 
~ 

There are perhaps two or three genulne Grand Masters/Mistresses a 
century - and that is all. And thlS is unllkely to change, given the 
present cap~city of lndivlduals to delude themselves and given the fact 
that few are prepared to undertake the really hard and dlfficult struggle 

] 
that lasts for at least a quarter of a century and whlch creates such 
a unlque entity. 

1 
As regards the last stage of the Occult way, which the septenary 

traditlon describes by the term Immortal and whlch the distorted and 
inauthentlc tradition of the 'Qabalah' describes as the stage of the 

l 
"Ipssisimus" [and I had to look-up how to spell the word), this really lS 
not obtalnable except In the last few years of the causal existence 
of a Grand Master/Mlstress who has created for themselves an acausal and 
thus Immortal existence. Thus, anyone clalming this title in the causal 
or mortal world is, 'ipso facto', a fraud - and one who has little or no 
knowledge of real esoteric matters. Those who so claim, show themselves• up to be not even a genuine Master or Mlstress - and seldom, if ever,.1 

J 
even an Adept. 

As Aeschylus once explained - na&£L ~a&o~; one can learn through adverslty/ 
sufferlng as so achieve wisdom. Before this 'law', people suffered, but 

J
 
did not learn. Most Occultists have never suffered, and so learn nothing;
 
they eschew ordeals, and teal life experiences, in favour of mystlcal
 
meanderings and a religious mentality. Or they find comfort, an escape in the Occu~
 

A real Occult quest involves adversity - undertaking hardships, surmounting 
real physical, mental and psychlc challenges; forging into the unknown, alone.
 
Questlng through adverslty to transform one's eXistence.
 

j It takes years of self-effort and adversity, of accepting challenges
 
and triumphlng, to achleve real self-insight and genuine esoteric
 
understanding, and thus to become an Adept. It takes even greater
 
effort and adversity and learnlng to go beyond that.
 ,
 Real wisdom lS still, unfortunately, a preclous commodity. The esoterlC
 
path to Wisdom \s open to all - its techniques and methods work. But
 
such lS the primative self-awareness of most people that they cannot
 
appreciate this or be bothered to undertake a real quest in search of the 
next stage of existence. So the:Occult babbllng will continue, and the 
frauds claim their titles. De nihllo nihil fit. 

l 
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Arthurlan Legend - Accordlng to the Secret Slnlster 

Tradltlon [ 

There 15 a secret oral tradltlon regardlng the person known [ 
as "Klng Arthur" WhlCh deserves recordlng. Accordlng to thls tradltlon: 

1) Arthur was a 'Romano-Brltlsh' chleftan. [

2) H1S wlfe was called Gonnore, and her father was a chleftan whose
 
base was the fortlfled slte now known as 'old Oswestry'.
 
3) Arthur's base - and thus "Camelot" - was the Clty of Vlrocon1um
 r(present-day Wroxeter 1n Shropshlre). -ThlS Clty was the' cap1tal of a prosperous and powerful war-lord 
and Brlt1sh chleftan Vortigern (c. 450 ev). It was also assoclated 
w 1 t h the -war - lor dAm b r 0 s ius, who was 0 fRo man des c e n t . 

Arthur ma1ntalned a contlnulty and a certain style of llfe 
'Romano-Brltish'. He followed ln the tradltlon of Vort1gern and 
Ambros1us, belng a powerful chief tan whose rule extended far. r
He flourlshed after Ambroslus - c.500 ~v. -
4) Arthur and hlS people were pagans. Thelr bellefs were lndlgenous
 
ones, connected wlth gods and goddesses.
 
5) Arthur faught many battles to secure hlS Klngdom from rlvals. [
 
Some of hlS battles were wlth invading trlbes - but for the most
 
part, these new tribes settled peacefully lnto what is now England.
 
There was more asslrnlilation than there was conquest. [The ldea of [

'barbarous hordes' ruthlessly invading lS a myth - created by
 
later generations and part of a Nazarene lodoctrinatlon campalgn.]
 
6) One of hlS relatlves - known under the later name of 'Modred 
 [
sided wlth some of his enemies (l.e. rival chleftans) and Arthur 
faught against him ln a battle in WhlCh he was badly wounded. 

The slte of this battle was near the Camlad Rlver and the modern 
Shropshlre hamlet of Wotherton. [ 

Arthur returned to hlS stronghold Vla a lake called now 'Marton 
Pool', near Worthen (SW of Shrewsbury). At the tlme, thlS lake had 
an lsland - a mound containing a grove of trees. The place was [
regarded as sacred, and the waters were reputed to have heallng 
powers. The lsland was an abode of a goddess, and a Prlestess 
llved there. ThlS was the 'Lady of the Lake'. ThlS mound stlll 
eXlsts, although today lt is not surrounded by water, as the Lake I 
has shrunk to become a Pool. 

7) The 'Merlin' of legend was actually a pagan Wlse-man who was I 
advlser to Arthur. The abode of thlS person was the area around 
the west of the Long Mynd. 
8) After his final battle, Arthur returned mortally wounded to 
hlS Clty, where he was burled. Some tlme later, the Clty was 
peacefully evacuated, as lt had become undefencable. A new stronghold 
was founded on a mound between a loop of the rlver Severn, and 
Arthur was re-buried here. ThlS mound served as one of 
the seats of the Klngs of Powys - much later a town grew up around lt 
called Scrobbesbyrig. The town was later called Shrewsbury. 

One early name for thlS mound was sald to be the 'h1ll of the Alders' [ 
A Nazarene Church now stands n~~r the slte of Arthur's tomb. 

9) Arthur's "clan-symbol" was a Drago:"!. 

[ 
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]	 Satanism - Or Living On The Edge 

] 
Genuine Satanists are at the sharp end: they act. They strive for and 

implement their personal Destiny and they work for the fulfilment of 
sinister strategy. That is, by their lives, by their ways of living, theyJ actively aid the creative forces of Darkness. Or, expressed another way, 
they do the work of the Prince of Darkness. 

In contrast, the dabblers, the psueds, keep themselves secure in their
]	 imaginary and fantasy 'Satanic' worlds - with correspondence, meetings, 

conclaves, discussions; with performing and writin3/reading about worthless 
Occult rites; with their babbling about their psuedo··mystical fantasies. 

A Satanist will be living Satanically - and will therefore be dangerous,] in the real world. They.will do Satanic deeds rather than just talk or 
write about them. He or she will be, for instance, disrupting society in 
a practical way, or working to actively create a new, revolutionary society] which is more Satanic. They might be real heretics - fighting against the 
State either politically or via armed warfare if that State (as most Western 
ones do ) upholds the Nazarene sickness of spirit (eVident in modern political

J ideas like 'liberalism' and 'humanism' and 'equality': the triumph of 
the worthless at the expense of the noble). Or perhaps they will be aiding 
the collapse of such a State, and fostering a reaction, by morally 
undermining it, for example by dealing in drugs or pornography. Or maybeJ	 they will be teachers in influential positions, subverting others in secret 
towards Satanism or those transient forms Satanism often assumes to gain 
control and influence. Or they might be actively culling the worthless, the] scum - by being a vigilan te, or a zealous, honourable Police Officer ... 

Whatever, they will have a direction, a purpose, an intent which goes 
beyond the edification of their own ego. They will be working to achieve 

]	 something great by Virtue of which they can excel in their own lives and 
thus really live to the full. They will be developing and using their 
potential, their skills - and thus exulting in life, in overcoming challenges. 
They will be contributing toward their own evolution and that of eXistence 

, 

] itself because they are harnessing in a practical way the darker forces. 
This direction, purpose and intent is Satanic strategy, or Aeonics. A 

rational and thus conscious understanding of~hose forces which shape and change 
] evolution and the forms assumed by sentient life from individuals to societies 

to ciVilizations and Aeons. 
It is this sinister or Satanic strategy which makes genuine Satan ism what 

it is, and it is knowledge and understanding of this strategy which marks J the genuine Satanic Initiate from the imitation. 
A Satanist not only acts in a certain way - achieving things in real: 

life - but they know what they are doing; they possess perspective. An 
Initiated	 knowledge. This 'knowledge' is not primarily of the psuedo-mystical 
kind, to do With rituals or other Occult workings/techniques. Rather, it is 
primarily	 concerned With how and why certain things are as they are, and how 
those things can be altered or changed. In essence, it is about how cosmic 
forces interact With and change/evolve life - about the mechanisms by which 
Aeons, CiVilizations, societies and ultimately individuals grow, are or can be 

1
 influenced and changed.
 

In the past few decades, many professedly Satanic organizations have 
arisen, and some have propounded various aspects of the genuine Satanic1	 world-view. But almost without exception they have shown themselves to be 
lacking in real esoteric knowledge - i.e. Aeonics. Quite often, someone from 
one of these organizations will 'sound-off' and reveal their ignorance, 
particuarly concerning the actions of real Satanists in the real world. For 
instance, it has become fashionable in these psuedo-Satanic circles to castigate 
individualSatanists, or a Satanic group, if that indiVidual or group becomes 



,
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involved in Politics - particuarly if those Politics are on what is often [
 
termed the 'extreme Right'. What the ignorant writers and/or speakers
 
in question have not understood, is that such political action is chosen
 
Satanically - to achieve things, both for the individual(s) concerned and [
 
for Satanism in general. That is, those who are so involved are so because
 
they are consciously and with ruthless determination aiding the sinister
 
dialectic: i.e. Satanic strategy. They are living on the edge - causing and [

aiding change/disruption in real life.
 

The ignorance of the psuedo-Satanists is revealed in another area - ethics. 
There is not and cannot be any such thing as Satanic ethics. What there are, [are means to achieve Satanic goals and the means are a matter for the 
indiVidual Satanist striving to achieve those goals. That is, it is for 
each and every Satanist to deCide, for themselves, what is or is not 
acceptable. This is so because Satanism, in essence, is indiVidual - it [ 
is not nor can ever be, religious in any way. Those who believe Satanism 
is or should be religious, do not understand Satanism at all. 

As I have written and said many times, Satanism is an indiVidualized [
defiance and affirmation: one of the fundamental aims of Satanism is to 
produce or develope proud, strong, unique, individuals of character who 
possess 'spirit' or 'elan', and who possess inSight and genuine esoteric [knowledge. The aim is not to develope subserviant, obediant, sychophants 
who cannot think for themselves. Satanism aims to develope the instinct 
and judgement of each person - and Satanists are critical, aware and capable 
of assessing things and situations for themselves. Or rather, they will be, [ 
after appropriate training/guidance. I make no apology for repeating yet 
again the statement that the religious attitude is anathema to Satanism: 
Satanism is a rebellion against the religious, dogmatic, instinct. [

Satanism shuns obediance to a self-appointed authority; its despises the 
very idea of a religious 'mandate' and it does not idolize anything - not 
even the indiVidual Satanists of distinction. Satanism is at the very edge, [the frontier, of conscious understanding and knowledge and Satanists are
 
the ones who try and often succeed in extending that frontier - in bringing
 
more of the cosmos into conscious awareness and thus control. They dare, defy,
 
are heretical, possess the courage to dream and make their dreams of Destiny [
 
real.
 

Because they know themselves, others and the esoteric workings of eXistence, 
they are in control, masters. Theyeffect change. And they acquire all these [
things because they possess perspective, a perspective whose foundation is 
Aeonics. 

What, then, is Aeonics? It is an esoteric understanding, and an I 
understanding which in these times of overt and covert Nazarene domination 
is heretical. It is a knowledge of the processes by which Aeons arise, change 
and are replaced by another Aeon, and how the creative energies of a particular I 
Aeon are made manifest via a civilization and thus the societies within 
that civilization and the indiViduals within thosesoci~ies. It is also a 
knowledge of how all these various forms (or causal structures) can be 
changed - by esoteric or magickal means, and by more practical means. 

On the purely individual level, Aeonics shows and describes how the psyche/ 
consciousness of the indiVidual is influenced, both directly and unconSCiously, 
and how that indiVidual can be changed or controlled. One form of such change 
is esoteric development - i.e. the techniques and so on, magickal and otherwise, 
by which the indiVidual can achieve Adeptship and beyond. One form of such 
control is via archetypal images. 

In simple terms, an Aeon is an expreSSion of evolutionary change. In esoteric 
terms, it expresses how the acausal intrudes upon, and thus changes, the causal. 
For convenience, the causal may be described, here, as the 'everyday' world  (
tt: world of linear time (past, present, future) and three spatial dimensions 
(height,breadth, width); the world wherein we live out our lives. The acausal 
may be described, again simply and for convenience here, as the creative 
energy that drives evolution - i.e. Satan. 

A ciVilization - or more accurately, an Aeonic civilization - is how Aeonic 
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energy, or the acausal, is ordered in the causal - i.e. an Aeonic civilization 
is how change is produced in the causal. Within each such civilization there 
~re societies, and within each society, individ\l~ls. All civilizations, 
Aeons and individuals are examples of organisms - they are born, change and 
they die (in the causal, at least). These varying organisms are born, change 
and end in certain ways, and these processes can be studied and thus 
understood. This understanding gives the means of control. 

Aeonic civilizations are regarded as being tied to, or part of, a particular 
Aeon, and each Aeon represents a change in our evolutionary development. Thus, 
each Aeonic civilization represents a significant step in that development: 
the invention, discovery of significant things, and the development of a 
greater understanding - of ourselves and the cosmos. 

The first Aeon is called the Primal and is dated from around 9,000 to 
7,000 BP [where 'BP' represents Before the Present: i.e. c. 1990 eh]. Each 
Aeon, for classificat1on, has a name and is associated with a specific 
geographical area, a symbol and a 'maglckal working' - or how the acausal 
energy was perceived/understood then. All Aeons, except the Primal one, are 
linked to a named civilization. Further, each Aeonic civilization possesses 
an ethos or sense of Destiny. Aeons and their associated civilizations are 
listed below. 

Of course, there are other civilizations - but Aeonic ones are the most 
significant ones because they produce significant evolutionary change by virtue 
of being a nexion, or nexus, for acausal energy - i.e. one may consider them, 
in magickal terms, as giving form directly via their structures and peoples, to 
acausal energy. Other civilizations are linked to or derive from, these Aeonic 
civilizations and while they may have in some way contributed to some 
evoluionary change (e.g. in terms of invention/discovery) that contribution is 
much less than for Aeonic civilizations. 

Aeon Magickal Working Aeonic Civilization Aeonic Dates 

Primal Shamanism 9,000 - 7,000 BP 
Hyberborian Henges Albion 7,000 - 5,500 BP 
Sumerian Trance;Sacrifice Sumerian/E~ptiac 5,000 - 3,500 BP 
Hellenic Oracle;Dance Hellenic 3,000 1,500 BP 
Western Ritual Western 1,000BP - 500 AP 

It should be obvious that the esoteric 'symbol' of the Western Aeon 
is "Satan" - i.e. Nazarene religion/ethics/forms are a distortion of 
the Western Aeon. The exoteric expression of the Western civilization is 
Science & Technology: the desire to rationally discover and to excercise 
control over the environment Via technology. 

All Aeonic civilizations end in Empire, and this Empire or Imperium lasts 
for around 390 years. The ethos of an Aeonic civilization is mostly manifest 
to (non-Initiate)consciousness Via archetypes and a Destiny. These archetypes 
and this Destiny are different for each Aeonic civilization. The Destiny is 
often enshrined in a literary/poetic/saga-like form, and this form, for 
nearly all such ciVilizations is of the 'hero-motif' type: the successful 
response of a hero or heroes to a challenge or series of challenges. For 
instance, the Hellenic form was Homer's Iliad and Virgil's Aeneid. 

The present Western civilization is at the stage where is should be 
entering its Imperium (c. 1995-2385 eh). However, the natural archetypes 
of the Western ciVilization have been mostly transplanted by alien Nazarene 
ones - and its sense of Destiny almost lost due to Nazarene ethics and 
social forms. 

As each Aeonic civilization enters its Imperium, the energies of the next 
Aeon are or can become manifes t, via a nexion or 'Gate' (or "sacred site") which 
channels acausal energy into causal forms. The next Aeonic civilization follows 
after three to four centuries - i.e. it takes that length of time for the Aeonic 
energies to effect large-scale changes in the acausal. Or rather, it has, until now. 



This brief and simplified description of Aeonics allows sinister strategy 
to be understood. Aeonics describes what has and is occuring in those forces 
that do mould and have moulded individuals still in thrall - i.e. non-Initiates. 
The knowledge gains brings a genuine understanding, a perspective. It 
enables effective sinister magick - it enables the Satanist to act, in the 
real world, and produce effective changes. To really live - to play at being 
god: i.e. to be like Satan. 

It is a fact that most magickal acts are useless - they achieve nothing,
 
except perhaps self-delusion. (Some may achieve a few, external, results
 
edifying to the ego. lAnd they are useless because few really understand what
 
they are dOing. They evoke long dead 'magickal' forms from pas t Aeonic
 

. civilizations - or rather try to; they prat about with archetypal energies 
.they do not unders tand.. They confuse the forms and try to use some from one 
Aeon and some from another. Or they try and create their own. Or they are 
fundamentally so esoterically ignorant ·that they are infused with psuedo-mystical 
garbage and fanciful 'aeons' and extra-terrestrial beings and/or diabolic 
entities from obscure and worthless mythologies. 

The Satanist, having access to the real esoteric tradition, can work
 
effective magick, both personally and Aeonically.
 

Personally, it means working with the energies/magickal forms of the
 
present Aeon as those energies/forms are. It means eschewing the distortion
 
which has so affected the Aeon and its civilization. One aspect of this
 
distortion is the 'Qabala'. Thus, any "Satanist" who uses any of the forms or
 
symbo~s'or whatever of or deriving from this Qabala is aiding the distortion
 
and thus in effect undermining Satanic energies/values. That most ~Satanists"
 

cannot se& this, just shows their lack of real esoteric understanding 
i.e. their lack of a genuine Satanic Initiation. 

One magickal form of the genuine Western tradition, is the septenary. Another 
is the understanding as 'Baphomet' as one name of the dark goddess - the 
Bride, Lover of Satan. Yet another is the knowledge of the real origins 
of both the word and the form of 'Satan' - from the Hellenic, to which the 
Western Aeonic civilization was loosely affiliated in its origins and growth, 
and from which certain esoteric traditions surVived. [The derivation of the 
word 'Satan' is from the Greek aL.La meaning 'accusation'. It became 
the Hebrew Satan, whence also (Shlaitian.] 

On the Aeonic level, the esoteric knowledge of Aeonics means the
 
Satanist can judge what to do, and act both in the magickal and the practical
 
sense.
 

Aeonics shows that there has been and is a distortion in the Western
 
energies, and that, given no distortion, the Destiny of the Western
 
civilization was Empire - i.e. the triumph of 'Satanic' values on a world-wide
 
basis for the benefit of an elite within the Western civilization. Aeonics
 
also shows that it is possible at this moment in time to create a nexion
 
and thus draw forth the energies of the next Aeon - to effectively create the
 
next Aeonic civilization.
 

Thus, effective courses of action are: (al aiding the creation of an 
Imperium; (bl countering the distortion in order to introduce new forms/ 
energies; (cl opening a nexion and thus aiding/creating a new Aeon, consciously 
[Heretofore, most Aeons have not been created via magickal intent because the 
knowledge to do so was lacking.]. 

All of the above mean changing evolution - societies and indiViduals - on a
 
significant scale. (al involves disrupting present societies magickally and
 
practically and aiding Imperium-like forces; (bl involves countering the
 
Nazarene forms and those allied to it, and creating new forms and presencing
 
them via indiViduals/groups/society etc. All involve aiding Satanic forces 

e.g. spreading Satanic ideas esoterically and exoterically; aiming to become/
 
gUiding others to become Adepts of Satanic traditions. All involve action
 
in the world.
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There is much more to Aeonics, and esoteric tradition, than this. But 
~ sufficient has been described for the real essence of Satanic living to 
! be understood. 

A Satanist has a desire to excel - to effect changes; to be significant. 
They are not content to just live, to just survive. The perspective of 
Aeonics provides an intent, a purpose, by which they can achieve not 
only self-excellence but also change eXistence - fulfil or aid the sinister 

,dialectic. They can help to build an Imperium, where Satanic values can 
be realized and where combat, war, conquest and exploration can make 
strong and extend the frontiers, take evolution to its limits. They can 
ruthlessly undermine and destroy and so aid a change. They can work 
works of genuine sinister magick and so influence others, create new structures and 
archetypal forms, and kill and then dismember the corpse of the Nazarene, 
exultant, as they revel in their mastery •.• They can, in brief, fulfil a real 
Destiny. . 

Meanwhile, the psuedo-Satanists can continue playing their pathetic games 
and fawning on one another, achieving nothing in the long-term and 
probably nothing in the short-term either. They can continue imbibing the 
the drug of delusion, and so waste their life. 

Everyone has a choice - only the gifted choose Wisely . 
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ro Box 235-

/- Shrewsbury 
··Shr~shl.l:e 

~ngl,l:lnd 

4th November 103 yf 

Dear Mr Bolton, 
Thank you for the copy of the letter to the Flnnlsh 'Setlan' 

WhlCh was most lnterestlng. 
Enclosed herewlth some further materlal and MSS for ReVlew and publlcatlon. 

should you be lnterested ln publlshlng the MSS. The two sets of essays 
"NS Essays" and "PhYS1S - Essays ln Pralse of NS" are now available from 
Rlgel Press at the address above, and not from the Thormynd address. They 
are El (or US$5 casrr lncludlng Alr Mall) each. 

In your letter, you made mentlon of 'generatlonal Satanists' and thelr 
contempt for Setians because of the Setian phllosophy belng 'divorced from 
Nature'. 'Tradltional Satanists' feel the same way - the Temple of Set, 
llke the Church of Satan, seems to be a collectlon of urbanlzed indivlduals 
who enjoy playlng the intellectual (or rather, psuedo-lntellectual) game 
of Setlanlsm. For the most part, they have lost contact with the prlmal 
both wlthln themselves and ln Nature - they need the comforts and safety of 
urbanlzed soclety, although some of them may occassionally ~ "survlval" 
games after which they return to the comforts of their home, their famlly, 
their friends, their 'Satanlc' clrcles and pylons. They are rather llke 
the, indivlduals Adolf Hltler encountered in the early years of the NSDAP 
who dressed up in ancient Germanic costumes but who did not have the -I 
guts to face or fight real enemles, on the streets. [There is a lovely quote 
ln 'Mein Kampf' about thlS, which you mlght be familiar wlth.] 

Basically, such people are soft - inside, where it matters. As one of the L 
enclosed MSS explains; "Attaining real Adeptship is more difficult than 
belng selected for, and tralnlng with, a 'Special Forces' unlt (such ~s the 
Brltish SAS)." In tradltional Satanism, the nOVlce has to undergo r cal r
ordeals WhlCh test their strength of character - overcome difflcult -
physlcal challenges. They are expected to llve satanlcally ln the real-world 
(by, for example, fighting for an "extreme Rlght-Wlng" organlzatlon or belng [
a vlgilante), as they must, if they wish to become Adepts, spend at least 
three months surviving in the wild, completely alone and without any of 
the comforts of urbanlzed llving. The ordeals, the living Satanically, enable 
them to experlence the prlmal wlthln themselves; whlle the llvlng ln the I 
wlld of course forces them to experience prlmal Nature, and what is really 
hidden in themselves. From all these comes a learning, and a real Satanic 
character. Or, as I have wrltten many tlmes, failure. IThe ONA makes no conceSSlons. The nOVlce elther undertakes the tasks, the 
ordeals, and methods, and succeeds; or they do not, and cannot be consldered 
a traditlonal Satanist: they are failures. They have not been selected 
and there force cannot be (tradltional) satanlC Adepts. -In my own life, I have done all what is expected of a nOVlce, and much 
more. I struggled to and beyond Adeptship, and I know there lS no easy way 
for real achlevement. For essentlally, the essence of Satanlsm lles ln the L 
strlvlng, the achievement, and then a movlng-on to new challenges and 
achlevements with a genuine esoterlC understanding which enables perspectlve: 
l.e. the lmplementation of the Slnlster dialectic. Satanlsm has other facets. [
of COUt~e - the ceremonlal, the 'esoterlc knowledge of maglck', the phllosophy 
and so on. But these are really incldentals - they are not the essence. 

What organlzatlons like the Temple of Set have done, lS to take some of 
these lncldentals (and/or distorted verSlons of them) and set the~e up as [ 
'Satanism': and they have been believed! They have duped others. They have 
attempted to re-make Satan ism ln their own lmage - and the result lS a 
splneless affected psued or the cowardly lil-discipilned self-professed l 
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"maglcklan" .] For a number of reasons, it has been necessary to lncreaslngly attack 
the psuedo-Satanlc organlzatlons and to explaln In greater detall the 

~ secret teachlngs of traditlonal Satanlsm (e.g. relatlng to cuillng). 

.. 
I 

One reason, lS the appaillng level of reasonlng and genuine understandlng
 
shown wlthln 'the Occult' - a lamentable comment on the abllity of people
 
to delude themselves. Another reason, lS that It lS clear the dlstortlon
 
whlch so affects the Faustlan Civllizatlon, has affected the Left Hand 
Path In general and Satanlsm In particular. In practical and maglckal 
terms, the Church of Satan was an lnfiltratlon of Satanlsm by the 
dlstortlon - l.e. by the splrlt of the Nazarene and those forms derived 
from the Nazarene (in terms of ethlcs, polltics and so on). The Temple of 
Set has slmply contlnued thls distortlon - affecting a few mlnor changes-i 
In structure and attltude, and that is all. Of course, not very many 
wlll understand what I have just wrltten regarding the distortion, and 
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even fewer wlll comprehend the Church of Satan as belonglng to the same 
world as the Nazarene. 

On one level ltlsan attltude to eXlstence. The Church of Satan took some 
of the trappings of Satanlsm - which, In ltS genuine form, is a contradictlon 
'par excellence' of the distortlon expressed by the Nazarene - but it..	 gave them a splrlt whlch was entlrely allen to genulne Satanlsm. It took, for 
lnstance, the carnal phllosophy and the morality of the strong, as well as 
some of the maglckal symbols/forms of the Left Hand Path. But a real 
Satanic lntent was never wlthln those forms; there was no real SatanlC- knowledge, no esoterlC knowledge or perspective. All the forms did was 
encourage a self-stupefactlon, a glorlficatlon of a puny ego, and a 

- llvlng-ln a psuedo-maglckal fantasy world wlth 'Satanic' rituals and 
conclaves and 'grottoes'. In short, all the Church of Satan and ltS 
verSlon of 'Satanlsm' did was encourage personal weakness, fetlshes, and 
a purblind hedonlstlc indlvldualism - as well as a religious mentallty: 
an obedlance to the 'Church' and a fawnlng upon its 'leader': In brlef,- it did not llberate, it dld not make strong - it did not encourage 
the creatlon of a new race who acted Satanically in the real world and so 
profoundly changed Lt. The Church of Satan was part of the distortlon, not- a cure for Lt. 

The Temple of Set contlnued what the Church had started. They took 
or trled to take thelr verSlon of Satan ism into lntellectual realms - and, 
llke the Church, they had no understanding whatsoever of genulne esoterlC -
Slnlster traditlon. For they mixed up aeonlC lmages and maglckal forms. 
and used aspects of the dlstorted qaballstlc tradition - In short, they 
made thelr 'maglck' ineffectlve and worthless both from the personal and the 

) 

[ AeonlC pOlnt of view. It lS charltable to believe that the founders of
 
these organizatlons, as well as those who enabled thelr survlval, were just
 
plaln charlatans, fiddling or tlnk~rlng about wlth magick wlthout really
 
understandlng it. They used the images and forms of Satan, Set. Baal, they
 
delved around In mythology and found others, and created lots of fantasy 
lmages - mlxed them all up; lntellectually found justlficatlons for thelr 
approach. They strung together blts of qaballstlc maglc wlth blts of Crowley;- added a touch of demonlsm (of the Nazarene/Babylonian or whatever sort); 
speclallzed In self-created worklngs of the dream-lmage klnd. The result? 
Somethlng so absurb it would be laughable were ltnotso detrimental to real-	 SatanlC change and thus SatanlC strategy. 

Are you and I and a few others the only ones who understand? Who know that 
real Slnlster (or satanlc) maglck lnvolves uSlng AeonlC energles to create 
change and so alter evolutlon? That one cannot lntermingle AeonlC forms -
from one Aeon and another one or two - If one hopes to affect Aeonlc change? 
That Aeonlc energles are presenced Vla a Clvllizatlon whose ethos and 
archetypal and other forms hold the majorlty In thrall - controls them 
unless and untll they become free Vla the synthesls and transmutatlon whlch is 
genulne Adeptshlp? (That lS, untll they have objectlfied those energles 
lnternally, and thus can master/control them.) That thls present Aeon and thus 
clvlllzatlon has suffered a profound change/distortlon whlch lS essentlally 
de-evolutlonary and whose most ObViOUS form lS the Nazarene slckness? 



~. 

Satan~sm means this liberat~on from external and ~nternal forms, assumed 
by Aeon~c energ~es, and the ab~l~ty to control those energ~es for an ulter~or 

purpose. It means a rat~onal knowledge of what really~, ~n both mag~ckal 

and pract~cal terms; a real ~ns~ght ~nto one's self and the cosmos. 
No condemnat~on is too strong for organ~zat~ons l~ke the Temple of Set 

wh~ch foster the "status quo" of ~gnorance regard~ng genuine mag~ck. 

Wh~ch have tried to appropr~ate the one th~ng wh~ch can really l~berate and 
wh~ch can change the patterns of evolut~on - i.e. Satan~sm. 

The ~gnorance of such organ~zat~ons and the people w~th~n them ~s 

displayed all the t~me. For ~nstance, they do not understand the use of 
pol~tics, by Satan~sts, as a means to ach~eve evolut~onary change - as part 
of a dialectic. All they do ~s condemn those who do act from a 'moral' po~nt 

of v~ew - or from an 'intellectual' one wh~ch sees their version of 'Satan~sm' 

as being "beyond polit~cs"! Neither do they have the sl~ghtest understand~ng 

of those who provoke change and de-stab~l~zat~on by appearing to do 
'~mmoral' th~ngs, such as drug-deal~ng~ Once aga~n, they reveal themselves 
for the non-Initiates they are. I have to cont~nually repeat that the only 
gU~ding factor for the act~ons of a Satan~st, in real l~fe, ~s the s~n~ster 

d~alectic - that is, w~ll the action benefit the Satan~st (~n terms of thelr 
esoter~c development) and will ~t a~d genu~ne evolut~onary change: the 
ach~evement of Satanic quallt~es; the fulfilment of the goal of Satanlsm 
in the long term. 

Neither I nor the ONA shies away from d~fficult pract~cal lssues of a 
Satanic nature. Consider the Satanic drug-dealer. He or she is playing a 
part (adm~ttedly a small one - but such ~nd~v~duals have to start the~r 

Satanic careers somewhere! They have to do 'on-the-job training'!) - they 
are aware, because they are genu~ne satan~sts, of what they are do~ng: ~.e. 

they have a knowledge of s~nister strategy. They are aiding the collapse of 
a worthless society, and may also be aid~ng the weak ones (the add~cts) to 
cull themselves. They are also engender~ng a 'moral' response ~n others - e.g. 
in the Establishment. Some of those ~n th~s Establ~shment (e.g. Police Officers) 
galn real understanding by exposure to the dregs, the worthless: i.e. they 
develope a good instinct, from pract~cal exper~ence, and so see the druggles 
as dregs. Thus, they are r~pe for converSlon to a radical resurgence of 
noble values, politically expressed - for the sake of ~llustrat~on, let us 
say here a radical organ~zat~on of the extreme R~ght. They have seen the 
liberal/Nazarene society, and ~t does not work - ~t produces dross; encourages 
vermin. And so on. Naturally, th~s is a s~mplified analysis, but at least the 
Satanic ~ntent of the original act - the drug-dealing - can be seen. 

Of course, the Satan~sts are few, and secret. But that does not mean they 
are 'powerless'! They seek to be the real mot~vators of change - both of 
themselves, and others, in terms of soc~ety, the c~vilizat~on, and the Aeon 
~tself. Hence, they really are d~abolical, and s~nlster. And of course 
dangerous. 

The above is only one example - not all Satanists undertake such actlons 
as dealing in drugs. Some may ~nvolve themselves ~n aiding/creat~ng the 
politlcal form. Some may ~ndeed by the Pol~ce Officer. Or the Judge. Whatever. 
they all know what they are do~ng, ~n Aeon~c terms; they are all str~vlng 

to change ex~stence, and thus themselves, by act~ons ln the real world. They 
are all enjoying play~ng at gods and goddesses. 

Naturally, only some understand ~n all ~ts complex~ty and effects, the 
goal - and can plan accordingly. And can mot~vate, urge others, to actlon. These 
are the real Masters and Mlstresses: the really d~abol~cal and ev~l ones. Those 
who have a genu~ne over-Vlew of centur~es and more, of m~llen~a. 

A Satanlc Adept, for lnstance. mlght lntu~t~vely understand the supra-Aeonlc 
goal. But the~r ratlonal understand~ng wlll be l~mlted - to a century, perhaps. 
They w~ll see the present goal of Satan~c strategy as an Impp.r~um and, after 
that, a new Aeon and a new ~~v~l~zatlon. The nOVlce w~ll perhaps only 
understand the Imper~um, rat~onally - that lS, ln terms of ~ts effects and 
the~r own Dest~ny. But, hopefully, the~r understandlng w~ll lncrease as they 
progress, as, hopefully, the number of nOVlces and then Adepts and then Masters! 
M~stresses will increase w~th the ~mplementatlon of Sln~ster strategy. 
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] 
The Temple of Set, and the other psuedo-Satan~c organizat~ons 

and ~nd~v~duals, lack both the pr~mal awareness (of Nature and what ~s 

w~th~n eac~ ind~v~dual) ~nherent ~n real Satan~sm, and the dsoter~c1	 knowledge or over-v~ew afforded by Aeon~cs. It ~s to be expected that 
they and these others w~ll cont~nue w~th the~r campa~gns of dis-~nformation 

aga~nst the ONA. Qu~te poss~bly, they m~ght descend to the personal level

1	 (~f they have not done so already), and reveal the~r ignoble sp~r~t. By 
reveal~ng the dark secrets of tradit~onal Satan~sm ~n a way that ~s not 
open to m~s-~nterpretat~on - by expressing the true nature of Satanism 
(e.g. ~n culling; Aeon~c act~on) - we have made ~t d~fficult for them to1 'defend the~r corner' w~thout try~ng to undermine our credibility, and ~t 

w~ll be ~nterest~ng to see whether they will reduce themselves to ethical 
tautolog~es. Whatever, w~th all esoter~c tradition and pract~~es revealed,1 everyone now has the opportun~ty to cons~der the matter for themselves 
assess the differ~ng ~ers~ons 

should be.
] On the personal level, your 

and your work likew~se. What a 
our more parano~d enem~es! 

1 

1 

of Satan~sm 'on offer'. Wh~ch really ~s as ~t 

own sagac~ty and ~ns~ghts merits recognit~on, 

global conspiracy we must seem to some of 

W~th best w~shes, 

1	 ~~7
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l:lox 36-262 
retone [ 
Wellin.e-ton 
New "ealand 

20 Oct 1 ;192 
r-

i
I 

Dear Markku 
Thanks for your letter of 12 Oct., and for the two articles 

which I'll be pleased to publish. 
when you said that you were ~ing to pUblish a ~ocial ~rwinist magazine 

I thought it verJ encouraeing and relevant - obviously you've changp.d your 
mind. 

i
r 

You say that primordial law is inappropriate in 5atanism, that it's the 
opposite to the concept of Satanism as non-natural and a rebellion against the 
natural order, more akin to christianity. Yet all of christian history and 
of the TYrE of people who are attracted to christianity should tell us that 
such reli~ions are outside of nature - anti-nature because of a dis-ease certain 
TYrES feel with ther.lselv e15, shut off from .the 'Tree of Life' to put it in 
alle~rical terms. 

'Setianism' is of course of recent origin - the result of a feud between 
Aquino and LaVey. Satanism goes back a bit before ~.t&anism a nd even before the 
Church of Satan, a nd even before ancient Egypt - its a reflection of man's 
understanding of the wcrkings of the cosmos. 

Nature is NOT a (onefold' static system. The flux, the dynamic evolution are 
a reflection of it - as Darwin saw, for example. ENolution, genetics, selection, 
etc. are operative w~THIN nature - basic school science. Nature consists of [
polarities clashing and interacting - dialectics - responsible for change. 
This change in the cosmos is pBshed by what physicists call entropy - what 
5atanists call Satan - in the Urient '~at.'(The All) and 'Tan' (the energizing r 
pri~iple or Dar~ Force behind it). X think I tried to explain this io a prior L 
lettert?). The ancients recognized this, the Tantrics saying 'Shaka without 
Shakti is "a corpse' i.e. ~hiva the cosmos - ~hakti the energizing element 
'Satan', 'entropy' the 'Dark force in nature' or whatever one wants to call it. [ 

The Norse saw it as a clash of Ice and Fire - again polarities working "i th in
 
nature. Ragnarok - the forces of nature overturning the status quo, causing ch~~ee,
 

evolution, WITHIN nature. Satan is the rebellious AS}ECT O}' ~ATuRE. r
 
This is what the ancients have taught for milleniums - here's where ~a)&~ism comes ~ 

from - not from the foutding of T~ or CS a few decades ago. 
This is what is still taught by generational Satanists tthe real ones, I mean, 

not the ima~inery ones of the christians and neurotic women "ho claim to have L 
suffered cuI tic child abuse). Such real generational Satanists ha~e a ge~eral 
contempt for what thelcall 'Converts' tmuch like the aews' contempt for the 
'goyim'), but they have a very special contempt for Setians because they see Setianis:nl 
as haVing ta:en o~er their symbols etc., and presented ~atanism or the Lhr in ~ 

totally oppo~ite manner - akin to christianity - divorced from nature. 
No, nature does not have 'one law' - it is in a state of flux, dynamic, because of I 

entropy, of what we call the ~ata~ic principle acting on it. 1 recognized this lo~g . 
ago and w~ote of it in my 0wn publications with some emphasis. ~cience, so long as it 
is not chained to a political or religous dogma like ~rxis~ for ex~~ple, does not 
have one law - it seeks to unravel the manifold laws of nature. ~hristianity has c~ 

law - obey its dogma; so does Setianism which describes itself as an "ethical 
religion", as the ONLY genuine Satanic religion because of an Infernal Mandate, 
religious dogma at its worst. 50 it proscribes certain people and organizai~ns, just 
as Stephen Brown of the ON~ so accurately described it. 

So when I was given an ultimatum by Austen to quite associating with O~ and 
Balder my reaction ~ automatic - th&se are reflective of the genuine ~atanic r 
tradition, and what's more they are doing so~etting in the ~~ world. ~nat do we 
have in the T~ - a bunch of letter-writing, rituals, records of LPa dreams, etc. w~ic~ 
~part from the imagery, is hard to distinguis!1 from ~y ti ew Age out fi t. .What do we haV[n 
1:-. the 'Scroll' - more dreams, mystical blabber, ..oth1ng real; an escap1sm. 

ONJ\ told it like it really is _ intuitive,considerimg they must have been limited 
by the amount of T5 material they'~e read. hut they recognized the attitudeL and we l 
should be able to recognize how correct ONA is in its analysis of TS because we've 
had access to the material. Tr.e O~A offers a ra~ional critique of T~, and how does 



Notes on Study and Practice in Modern Satanism , 
J 

In traditional Satanism, the novice is expected to not only study the 
tenets and traditions of Satanism, but also put these into practice in real

1 life. Thus, a recent Satanic Initiate - whether working alone or as a member 
of an established Order/Temple - would study the following works, and then 
strive to apply the principles contained in them in the way described. 

The works are: 1lThe Black Book of Satan;~Naos;~Hostia - Vols. I,ll, III~ 
Hysteron Proteron. 

'Naos' would be used as a gUide to practical hermetic workings, both external 
and internal. The 'Black Book' would be used as a gUide to forming and running 
a Satanic Temple to perform ceremonial magick. 'Hostia' and 'Hysteron Proteron' 
would provide an insight into Satanic traditions and beliefs. In addition, 
the images of the Sinister Tarot would be employed (e.g. in some of the workings 
given in 'Naos') and the 'Deofel Quartet' might be read to provide additionalJ understanding, together with The Black Book II and III. 

Satanic practice in the real world would arise from (a) forming and running 
a Satanic Temple; and (b)undertaking Insight Roles and other Satanic tasks. 
Aside from a specific Insight Role, which the novice would choose, they would 
undertake the various physical challenges required [qv. the MS 'Adeptship - Its 

..	 Real Meaning and Significance', for example] and strive to increase their 
experience by living Satanically in a way which aided the sinister dialectic. 
What these experiences were, they would decide after having studied the works 
mentioned and after having undertaken the tasks, ordeals and so on, up to..	 
External Adept [qv. 'Naos', and the various MSS Guides to the Seven-Fold Way] 
e.g. having run a Temple for some months, and achieved the physical goals. 

One of the tasks might be to plan and undertake a culling. Anothe~ might.. be to aid Heretical forms by, for example, becoming involved with an extremist
J group which seeks the destruction of 'the System' and whose principles and aims 

are in accord with the Satanic ethos and whose actions aid the sinister dialectic. 
[ObViously, both of these could be combined.] Another might be to undermine 
present structures by fostering their decline - e.g. dealing in drugs. AnotherJ might be removing in a practical manner on a regular basis, the scum and the 
worthless - e.g. by vigilante action [this is culling performed on a regular 
basis rather than a 'one-off' event]. 

, 
] What matters about these tasks is that the novice chooses them to gain 

practical experience of Satanism in action and thus increase their understanding 
and so aid their esoteric development. Naturally, to qualify as Satanic 
actions, they must aid the sinister dialectic - be steps toward realizing 
the strategic goal of Satanism. Here, an understanding of Aeonics is crucial, 
as is a genuine insight into traditional Satanism: as explicated, for example, 
in Hostia 1,11,111 and as explained to prospective novices in the booklet 
'Satanism - A Basic Introduction for Prospective Adherents'. 

The choice of practical action is the novice's: they must use their.. understanding to select Satanic tasks. Occassionally, they might be given
J advice, from a more experienced Satanist, but the final choices are and must be
 

theirs. What matters is to choose and act. The acts are learning experiences,
 
ordeals, and thus it does not matter if because of, say, a certain lack of


l understanding, a novice chooses, or seems to choose, wrongly. They will either
 
learn from this, or not. If not, they have basically failed - shown themselves 
not to be s~itable. Whatever, their actions will have presenced the sinister in 
some way or ways. 

] 
l Following these tasks - which should last for a few years - the novice then moves 

on to the next stage of their esoteric development, that of the Grade Ritual of 
Internal Adept. This is a rite of synthesis, and thus the emergence of the Adept. 

]
 
l 
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[
The Practical Esoteric Aims of Satanism: 90-130yf 

r 
The practical aims arise from Satanic strategy which has its foundation 

in Aeonics [qv. the various Aeonics and Cliology MSS - some of the most 
important are listed at the end of this MSS]. These aims are essentially r 
tactics to achieve the long~term strategic goal. This goal is the creation 
of a new species - and this means (a) a new Aeon; (b) a new aeonic civilization. 
ror this to be achieved, prsent structures, forms, ideas and so on, have to [
changed. 

Aeonics shows that the present Aeonic civilization, the Western, has been 
distorted in its ethos and its structures. One of the most potent forms of 
the distortion has been the Nazarene religion. The distortion has been [ 
carried on, and effectively controlled, by 'Magian' forces - there has arisen 
various other forms to implement the distortion and effectively undermine .. 
the Destiny of the West - that is, the emergence of Imperium. These forms I 

"include communism/Marxism/socialism and the idea of 'liberal-democracy':
 
they are all opposed to a racially aware Europe and the idea of Aryan/White
 
superiority. This Aryan superiority would have formed the basis of Imperium  [

without it, Imperium is not possible.
 

In essence, the ethos of the West has been changed from a Faustian/Promethean 
pagan one, which exulted in conquest and exploration, to a neurotic materialism •
and a 'multi-racial' pacifist degeneracy. There has been a 'silent revolution' L 
in all Western societies and they all now conform to unhealthy Nazarene 
induced forms - the power structures of these societies now actively seek .. 
to eradicate all heretical pro-Promethean ideas/groups/individuals, and use the ) 
full force of the 'Law', as well as covert tact1cs, against those who hold ' 

out against the relentless onslaught to enslave the peoples of the West to 
what are essentially 'Magian' created ideas. Thus the campaigns, in Schools 
and throughout society, against "racism". To implement this Magian revolution, L 
a myth was created - 'the Holocaust'. In most societies of the West, this 
myth is a sacred dogma - disbelief being punishable by imprisonment. -

Because of all this, an Imperium is increasingly unlikely. The real - ie. L 
esoteric - aim of the Magian is a 'Messianic Kingdom' ruled over by this 
'Magian' elite. This would be de-evolutionary, in the Aeonic sense, and -effectively wipe out the gains of all hitherto existing Aeonic civilizations. I..
Essentially, the rule of 'Dogma' would hold sway, with terror to support this.
 
This terror is already evident concerning the Holocaust and Aryan racism.
 
The reasoned enlightenment, so evident in the Hellenic and Western ethos, would
 
be displaced by a real despotism - a mentality akin to that imposed upon I
 
the West by the medieval 'Witch-finders' and their dogmatic Nazarene zeal.
 
The Magian is a synonym for the Zionists.
 I 

This brief overview of the current state of aeonic affairs enable the 
practical aims, to be achieved/striven toward, to be understood in context. 
Esoterically, traditional Satanism/the septenary, and thus its magick, is 
an expression of the Faustian ethos and thus the Western Aeon. The other forms 
of 'Western' magic(k) existing at this time - including the 'Satanism' of 
groups like the Temple of Set - are expressions of the Magian ethos (as is 
eVident, for example, in their use of Hebrew forms and the 'Qabalah'). Thus 
the actual 'magick' of these other groups/individuals is aiding the distortion. 
In practical terms, any magickal act, which does not use traditional Satanist/ • 
genuine Western forms (such as the septenary) is an action against the L
reaSoned enlightenment that the Western Aeon represents. 

On the practical level, it is considered necessarY,in order to achieve 
strategir goals, to support the creation of a Western Imr~rium - that is, to [
support those forces trying to undermine in a practical way the current 
Nazarene/Magian status quo. This means upholding heretical views such as 
racial inequality, and denying 'the Holocaust' - as well as aiding/supporting 
National-Socialist/"racist" causes. The tactical aim here is the creation of [ 
a pro-Aryan, National-Socialist type State which has a noble, conquering spirit 



J or ethos, and thus which re-presents Satanic values in action in the real 
world. An alternative aim is the emergence of a 'religious' form for this ,
 same noble, conquering ethos.
 

In addition, whatever means are necessary ~o undermine and thus destroy 
the present status quo must be used. This means disrupting societies 
supporting armed insurrection, spreading heretical ideas, aiding those groups/ 
forms which weaken societies from within (in the moral sense - e.g. drug1	 dealing) and thus engendering a healthy, noble resurgence. A primary aim 
is to cause chaos, on the streets, economically, and socially - to thus provide 
opportunities for a revolutionary pro-Aryan group to take or seize power.

J	 A magickal and practical aim is to destroy the power structure of America 
for that country effectively is acting to maintain a global control in accord 
with Magian dictates and thus impose the Magian world-view. The real power 

J 
~ 

of the Magian heart-land resides in America and in the control excercised in the 
minds of Europeans by the idea of 'multi-racialism' and the myth of the 
holocaust. If the pres~nt power structure of America was destroyed, the practical 
power-base, both financial and military, of the Magian heart-land (ie. Israel)j would collapse - what has prevented the destruction of this heart-land by 
the Arabs is the military superiority given to it by America. No country has 
ever been able or is able to supply superior weapons to any Arab state not

1 under American control - not the former Soviet Union, not China. America has 

-j secretly threatened any country which seems about to do so - and threatened both 
economically and militarily. Any country which poses a real threat to.Magian 
lands has been dealt with - e.g. Iraq. 

With the fall of this heart-land, the Messianic dream of the Magian would be 
unrealizable. 

j The next Aeon will be determined by the success or failure of these 
tactics. That is, for the next Aeon to emerge, and thus for the next Aeonic 
civilization to arise in around five centuries time, it is necessary to

J destroy the distortion affecting the present Aeon. Failure to do this will mean 

J 
the emergence of that civilization will be much delayed - by up to at least 
a thousand years. 

Further, the success of the tactics, and the emergence of an Imperium, means 
the spread of the present civilization beyond the confines of the Earth - out 
into Space. This is possible now, and only now, due to the inventiveness of 
the creative minority within the civilization and the technology to implement thatj	 in a practical way. A defeat would mean a hiatus, and thus a starting from 
the beginnings - effectively, the achievements of this Aeon would be wiped out. 

[ 

I
 000
 

Traditional Satanism is fundamentally pan-Aeonic: ie. concerned with the 
patterns and processes which are perceived, in the causal, as Aeons and Aeonic 

j	 civilizations. However, to effect changes in the causal, actions of individuals 
and groups (and this includes magickal acts) must work with things as those 
things are - as they are presenced in causal time at particular causal times. The 
reality of aeonic energies is that they assume causal form in aeonic civilizations,j	 and that at anyone millenia, only one civilization is aeonically significant. 
Therefore, aeonic magick is a working with the aeonic energies presenced in 
the particular civilization at the time of that magickal act(s) - or a workingl against those energies. Anything else is not Aeonic magick - ie. is not 
effective on the aeonic level: it is purely personal, external, magick. 

The present Aeon is the Western - and this Aeon dates from c.500 eh to c.2000eh- in terms of the energies being predominant. The aeonic civilization follows some 
centuries later: for the West, arising c. 900 eh and ending c. 2400eh. The 
energies of the next Aeon follow or arise some centuries after the last Aeonic 

-I ones: in ~ractic~his means at the end of the civilization of the last Aeonc; when 
~ the Imperium is collapsing. Thus, the new Aeonic manifestations will arise c.2400eh. 

-I 



, 
L 

r 
In the past, Aeons arose as part of the unconscious process of dialectical -

change. However, we are now at the stage of evolutionary understanding when 
we can alter the process itself because of that conscious understanding 
which Aeor.ics, cliology and so on, gives us. That is, we can significantly 
alter the process of aeonic evolution and thus the civilization which gives 
form and reality to aeonic energies. The time for such change is when the 
energies of one aeon are waning, and the energies of the next aeon have not 
arisen in any significant way. 

Left to themselves the aeonic energies would have produced a Western 
Imperium which would have lasted from c. 1990eh-c.2450eh. A new aeonic 
civilization would then have arisen c.3000eh, and lasted for c. a thousand 
and more years. 

The reality of aeonic magick means that one must work either with the -
energies of the Western energies - and thus aid/create an Imperium - or that 
one works against those energies. At this moment in causal time, no other 
energies of aeonic type are prevelent on Earth, and no other cultures/ • 
civilizations are significant in evolutionary terms. [This statement of reality 
will not please many.] 

Thus, the only practical options for significant magickal work are the ones 
given above: aiding Imperium (and thus countering the distortion) or working 
against the creation of Imperium (and thus aiding the distortion). The former ,
option is continuing the evolutionary trend - ie. presencing the sinister; 

1 
creating a dynamic imperative and thus aiding exploration/conquest/discovery. 
The latter option is de-evolutionary- ie. is aids those forces which by their 
nature are restrictive in both the short and the long term. The former is r ,a moving-on; the latter, a dogmatic standstill and then a recession. Of 
course, the majority of non-Initiates see things differently - they view the 
distortion as 'progressive' and those arranged against it (e.g. NS type forces) 
as regressive/reactionary/primative and so on. Such people have not only failed r
to perceive the essence of things veiled by their outer transient forms, but -
also have abandoned rational thought and judgement for abstract idealism arising 
from sentiment. The majority of such people who view the situation in this r 
sentimental idealistic way, are simply victims of the distortion itself  • 
products of the unhealthy societies which esteem verbiage and clever psuedo
intellectuals concepts above judgement based on experience and real insight. 

Initiation implies a development of real insight and judgement - and [ 
a learning of genuine esoteric knowledge. The esoteric knowledge of Satanism, 
hitherto secret by nature because it was and is heresy, is essentially a 
knowledge of Aeonics - of those factors governing evolution/change from aeons to 
individuals. One insight of a Satanic Initiate is into the forms and structures I 
assumed by aeonic energies in the causal. 

This insight means that a genuine Initiate understands a transient form such 
as 'National-Socialism' as a practical expression of some of the principles of I 
Satanism and as, in the long-term, contributing to evoluionary change via 
its inherent dynamism and acceptance of the forces of Nature. Such an Initiate 
understands that, at this moment in aeonic history, such a form is necessary: 
ie. this form (or something very similar) and only this form presences the 
sinister in the way that sinister must be presenced to achieve the strategic goal 
of Satanism over centuries. ..The current practical concerns of traditional Satanism lie thus with the 
Western civilization - with aiding those forms which can or do presence the 
sinister, or which will change societies to the benefit of the sinister. The 
tactics are geared to this. Thus, an encouragement of Islam in certain Arab states 
may be a tactic used - because Islam acts to discourage the 'American' materialism 
which would otherwise flourish, and thus offsets 'American' (read covert Zionist) 
influence. This in itself poses problems for America and thus the Magian. [

However, the aeonic or essential reality, is that Islam is a transient form 
which like all religions enshrines the dogmatic, anti-evolutionary ethos, and while 
in the very long-term the goal is enlightenment or Adept-like liberation and thus L 
understanding for everyone, the practical reality means that a working with this 
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particular transient form is tactically right, in order to achieve the goals 
connected with the present Western civilization and thus the establishment of a 
new Aeon. 

The reality is that there are no easy, idealistic options. A genuine 
insight and understanding of aeonic matters means certain judgements have to 
be made: certain tactics have to be employed in order to achieve anything. 
Satan ism is concerned with real, meaningful changes in the real world: it is 
not concerned with mystical or psuedo-mystical world-views and impractical 
idealisms. In a fundamental sense, Satanism is pragmatic - aeonically. 

The present reality is as stated above - no amount of 'wishful thinking' or 
idealism or sentiment will change this. One either aids aeonic change and thus 
contributes toward evolutionary change, or one does not. 

On the magickal level, as well as aiding the forces of Imperium and 
countering the distortion, acausal energies can be presenced to begin the 
process that is the next Aeon. That is, a nexion can be created, consciously, 
and the acausal energies consciously directed into temporal forms, some of 
which will be 'magickal'. This is in addition to aiding the present aeonic 
forms. In effect, these new acausal energies will create the next Aeon and thus 
its associated aeonic civilization. 

This creation is the 'esoteric' Satanic goal of Satanic Adepts - the 
'exoteric' goal can be considered to be aiding Imperium and thus fulfilling 
the wyrd of the West (and hence countering the distortion). In reality - ie. 
viewed from beyond the opposites inherent in causal forms - the esoteric 
and exoteric goals are essentially the same: or rather, different expressions 
of the same things, that is, sinister or acausal energy presenclng in.the causal 
and thus creating evolutionary change. However, this 'differentiation' into 
esoteric and exoteric goals is useful since its enables the tactics to be 
understood. Viewed another way, the exoteric goal is the short-term esoteric 
strategy, and the esoteric goal is the long-term esoteric strategy. 

Ita lex scripta. 
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The Song of a Satanlst 

In an l~portant sense, most of ~y llfe represents genulne Satanlsm In 
actlon -a gOlng to extremes. a learnlng from the experlences of those 
extremes. and a dOlng of dark. dangerous and sometlmes "lllegal" deeds. 

Thls llfe stands In stark contrast to those of the psuedo-Satanlsts, some of 
whom have acqulred a notarlety and a 'fame'. I have - as a Satanlst should 
been intoxlcated by the essence of life ltself - by that WhlCh lnsplres, WhlCh 
causes the creatlvlty. self-absorptlon and genlus of all great artlsts be they 
mUSlClans. wrlters, Warrlors, explorers or whatever. I have dared to dream and 
to defy - and have dared to try and make my dreams and lnsplratlon a reallty. 
I have used my llfe for.some purpose - strlven toward goals wlth a passlon that 
overcomes all obstacles. I have known great love - physlcal. lntellectual, and 
of the soul. the essence of eXlstence. I have also known the Opposlte - the 
sadness that awalts all who venture lnto the dark starkness of the Abyss wlthln 
and wlthout. And thus the synthesls of these and other thlngs whlch lS the 
prehenslon of wlsdom. 

ThlS llvlng has been an ecstatlc afflrmatlon of existence - a self-surmountl~g. 

The goals strlven for were for the most part lrrelevant: what was lmportant 
was the strlvlng for somethinq wlth a passlon. For In such strlvlng. In the 
actlon In the world so entalled In the strlvlng. there was an lntenslty WhlCh 
captures the lmmortal and which re-presents the splrlt of Satanlsm: that herolc 
deflance WhlCh lS the essence of all conSClOUS evolutlon and thus clvlllzatlon 
ltself. 

Such exultatlon lS dangerous. By ltS nature It lS lndlvidual. It lS anathema 
to those forms and structures which suck vitality and WhlCh by thelr very 
eXlstence. level lndivlduals down and break or try to break thelr splrlt. It lS 
Heresy. It lS testing - some become possessed; some perlsh; some are broken 
In splrit and descend to the mediocrity of the majorltYi some are caught In the 
snares left by those who adhere to those thlngs which suck vltallty (such 
as religion and 'law' and ethlcs). But some few surVlve and prosper and thus 
lnsplre others to venture out where no one has dared to go before. And of those 
few who surVlve. there are some who can express In words or other medlums 
(like muslc) what they have felt. and experlenced and learnt - in a way whlch 
lS easlly understood. These few are the really dangerous ones ... 

It amuses me - and has amused me - when I come lnto contact wlth modern. 
self-professed 'Satanlsts'. be such people a part of some 'Temple' or 'Church' 
or 'cult', or be they working on their own. Wlth a few notable exceptlons. these 
people are rldiculous - for them, Satanlsm lS an intellectual phllosophy. a 
collectlon of rltuals, and/or an anarchlc attltude. For them, It lS an obJect or 
study, and lnvolves meetlngs, discussions. For them, It lS communal. and 
lnvolves 'ethlcs' and/or a religlous approach and attltude. For them. It lS 
a glorification of their ego and a wallowing In the pleasures and wealth thls 
eXlstence can offer: an excuse for self-lndulgence and lack of self-disclpllne. 

In reality, Satan ism is an attitude to llvlng - and an attltude forelgn 
to these mostly urbanized people who profess to be Satanlsts. Satanlsm means 
llvlng one's llfe in a certaln way - achievlng thlngs, in the real world 
by one's own efforts and because one is exulting In eXlstence ltself consclously. 
That is, one's llfe lS intentional - a strlvlng toward a higher eXlstence by 
practlcal deeds, by overcoming challenges WhlCh take evolutlon to new realms. 
A Satanist strlves to change themselves - and then the world itself. They deslre 
glory, fame - to be slgnificant. They are not content, and even when a goal lS 
achleved, there lS the need to flnd and strlve toward another goal, another way 
of llvlng. There are always new experlences awaitlng - new levels of achlevement. 

A genul~e Satanlst needs actlon - they need challenges, because they possess 
wlthln themselves the 'fire of Satan', that vltality WhlCh is the qUlntessence 
of llvlng. ThlS vitallty shows In thelr eyes, thelrcharacter - It lS eVldent l~ 
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~ the1r deeds. 
I Fundamentally, one becomes a Satan1st by act1ng l~ke one - by do~ng Satan~c 

deeds. A Satan~st of some exper~ence would say one and more of these th~ngs: 

"I have exper~enced combat; I have k~lled, watched comrades d~e. I have loved - and hated. I have d~scovered someth~ng for the f~rst t~me. I have been alone 
for months. bereft of most th~ngs, and thus corne to know myself. I have faced 
my own 1mmlnent death. not once, but many tlmes. I have achleved thlngs wlth my body 
I thought not poss1ble. I have exulted 1n overcom~ng physlcal, lntellectual -
and pSyChlC challenges. I know the pass10n that motivated Beethoven, van Gogh, 
N1etzsche, and I know the feel1ngs and greatness of Caeser, Adolf Bltler 
an~ Alexander the Great ... I have heard the mUS1C of the galaxy and the stars 
and planets wlthln It. I have been 1n a Prlson cell and known the meanlng of 
freedom. I have culled human dross. I have done crlmlnal deeds - to learn and defy." 

Of course, these th~ngs are only examples - there are many more. What 1S 1mportant 

-
- 1S that they express real exper1ences of a dangerous or learnlng klnd: they 

breed character; they test. They are selectlve. They are the type of deeds done 
by lndiv1duals wlth splr:t - the type of·understanding such an lndlvldual possesses. 
1f only 1ntuitlvely at first. 

A Satan 1St will llve life on the edge - wlll take up a professlon which allows 
h1m or her to excel in deeds of actlon or creatlvlty or explorat1on, or all of 
these. They wlll become experts 1n thelr chosen fields - and these f1elds by-

-
thelr nature wlll requ1re persons of character and inner strength who prefer 
to work alone. Flelds llke assasslnat1on; Special Forces; Politlcal manlpulat1on ... 
And then, hav1ng achleved, they wlll move on - to new ways and deeds. Or perchance 
they wlll die, defiant to the end. 

Whatever, thelr quallty of llvlng wlll far surpass that of the weak majorlty. 
The1r experlence of both the dark and the l~ght will be deeper, more extenslve, 
and thus w1ll they possess a greater lnslght, a greater understandlng, a real - depth of character. 

In contrast, the self-professed 'Satanists' wiil be shallow - all talk, wlth 
llttle or no real exper1ence of living on the edge. They shy away from- real self-effort, from real self-overcomlng, and bUlld fantasy worlds 1n Wh1ChJ they flnd comfort. They need the company of others, as they need thelr ego to be 
massaged by what they regard as thelr 'Satanic peers'. They talk an awful lotI wlth others about Satanlsm, and probably, havlng learnt a lot of 'theory' from

J books and varlOUS organlzatlons, wrlte their own 'Satan1C' rituals wh~ch they 
perform wlth the glee of the necrophiliac.... Some of these denlzens of psuedo-Satanlc organlzatlons and cults w1ll 1ndulge 
1n anarchic behavlour to lmpress themselves and others. But by so d01ng they 
reveal a lack of character - for a genuine Satan 1St possesses nob1lity and 
a self-discipllne that others seldom understand.

[ Imltation Satanlsts make excuses -and devlse theories to explaln thelr lack 
of SatanlC deeds in the real world. They have seldom lf ever changed themselves 
to somethlng greater than what they were at Initiation, and they most certalnly 
have not changed the world ln any way, signlficant or insign1ficant. They haveI	 achleved no glory - dlscovered noth~ng new; not extended the front1ers of 
understanding by even one micron. Instead, they wallow 1n obscure doctr1nes ...	 and consume the drug of self-delus~on. To be brlef, they have not composed 
a Satan1C song Wh1Ch lllustrates their l~fe. They labour, but ln valn -
Poeta nasc1tur. non fit . 

... 
Most Satanlsts cannot publlSh an autob1ography, or even have a b10graphyJ Wh1Ch relates thelr llfe ln detail while they stlll live, for the slmple reason 

that ~t would probably render them llable to prosecut1on by those aSlnlne guardlans 
... of even more stupld system of 'Law' .*If th1S threat does not eXlst, then the~r 

llfe has not been SatanlC enough. And, moreover, that l~fe is never completed 
untll causal death - something wrltten at a certaln age, should be out of date 
w1th1n a few years. It lf was not, then agaln the full SatanlC promlse of one's 

• Plus the fact that most wlsh to contlnue thelr s~n~ster esoterlC work 1n secret, 
to ald the s~nlster dlalectlc. 



ex~stence has not been fulf~lled. The t~me for the publ~cat~on of such 
wr~t~ngs ~s after the causal death of ~ts subject - although an expurgated 
vers~on may serve a purpose, for some replete with experiences who w~sh 

to express the essence and ~nsp~re others to follow and then surpass them. 
In my own case, I have wr~tten a br~ef recollect~on of some of the experiences 

of my Satan~c life, for posthumous publ~cat~on. But even ~n that MS, there 
were many th~ngs not recalled, perchance the MS falls ~nto the wrong hands 
before the r~ght t~me. Such a recall~ng - of dark and occass~onallJ ecstat~c 

deeds, most of them "illegal" and all of them "heret~cal" ~n th~s purbl~nd 

soc~ety - w~ll have to awa~t my twil~ght years and a recount~ng of them to 
a trusted Satan~c comrade. And even though the MS was wr~tten only two years ago, • 
~t ~s already out of date ... 

And of that l~ving, it ~s the essence which ~s important, not espec~ally the 
deta~ls. From that li~~ng, I have d~st~lled the qu~ntessence ~nto words wh~ch 

cannot be m~s-understood - dev~sing a method by wh~ch others may obta~n that 
elix~r. I have constructed a gUide to the goal, drawn a map and expla~ned 

the goal ~n detail, because I have been there. I explored, and d~scovered. 

•Now others can benefit from the lessons learnt from such a l~fe. Non generant 
aqu~lae columbas. 

Meanwh~le, I ant~c~pate the l~es, rumours and distortions w~ll cont~nue, based 
on jealousy. The small and weak of character have always saught to drag those • 
who are outstanding down to the~r own level of mediocr~ty - at least ~n the 
eyes of others. 

r
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The Left Handed Path - An Analysis 
ONA 

The Left	 Handed Path and Satanism are related insofar as Satan ism is a]	 particular LHP. The LHP is the name given to describe a system of esoteric
 
knowlecge and practical techniques - and this system is also known as 'The
 
Black Arts'.


] The Difference Between the Left and Right Hand Paths: 

The aim of all genuine Occult paths or systems, whether designated Right]	 Hand or Left-Hand, is to achieve or find a certain goal -as well as to impart
 
esoteric knowledge and abilities. The goal is variously described (e.g.
 
'Gnosis', the Philosopher's Stone, Enlightenment).
] However, it has been a common misconception that the RH Paths were altruistic 
and the LH Paths egocentric - i.e. the difference between them was seen in 
individual moral terms. Another misconception is in seeing the difference in 
absolute moral terms - i.e. the RH Paths as representing "good" and the LH Paths] 
as "evil". Recently, attempts have been made to formulate 'grey' paths 
which combine elements of both, and such 'grey' paths are often said (by their 
exponents) to be the "true" Occult way or path.] The reality is qUite different. The LH Paths and the RH Paths [hereafter, the 
singular 'Path' will be used, although the plural is to be understood] are qUite 
distinct and differ in both their methods and their aims. The most fundamental

]	 difference is that the RHP is restrictive - certain things are forbidden or 
frowned upon - and collective. That is, the RHP takes some responsibility away 
from the individual by having a formal dogma, a code of ethics and behaviour 
and by having the individual participate in an organized grouping, however loose]	 that grouping may be. In brief, the identity of the individual is to some extent 
taken away - by the beliefs -systems which that individual has to accept, and by 
them accepting some higher 'authority', be such authority an individual, a group

] or an 'ideology' (or even, sometimes, a supra-personal Being - a 'god' or 
'gods'). 

In contradistinction, the LHP in its methods is non-structured. In the genuine 

,
] LHP there is nothing that is not permitted - nothing that is forbidden or 

restricted. That is, the LHP means the indiVidual takes sale responsibility 
for their actions and their quest. This makes the LHP both difficult and 
dangerous - its methods can be used as an excuse for anti-social behaviour 
as they can be used to aid the fetishes and weaknesses of some individuals 
as well as lead some into forbidden and illegal acts. However, the genuine 
Initiate of the LHP is undertaking a quest, and as such is seeking something: 

...	 that is, there is a dynamic, an imperative about their actions as well as the 
conscious understanding and appreciation that all such actions are only a part 
of that quest; they are not the quest itself. This arises because the LHP 
Initiate is seeking mastery and self-knowledge - these being implicit in such ... an Initiation. Accordingly, the LHP Initiate sees methods as merely methods; 
experience as merely experience. Both are used, learned from and then discarded. 

Because of this, the LHP is by its nature ruthless - the strong of character 
win through, the weak go under. There are no 'safety nets' of any kind on the 
LHP - there is no dogma or ideology to rely on, no one to provide comfort and 
soften the blOWS, no organization, individual or 'Being' to run to when things

1	 get difficult and which will provide support and sympathy and understanding. 
Or which, just as importantly, takes away the responsibility of the Initiate for 
their deeds. 

The LHP breeds self-achievement and self-excellence - or its destroys, either 
literally, or Via delusion and madness. 

further, the goal or aim of the LHP is individual specific - it is ~he raising 
of that individual to 'god-head'; the fulfilment of individual potential and thus 
a discovery and fulfilment of their unique Destiny. That is, it breeds a unique... 
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character, a unique individual. The RHP, on the contrary, is concerned with
 
'idealistic' and thus supra-personal aims - aiding 'society', 'humanity' and
 
so on: the individual is 're-made' by abstract and impersonal forms.
 •

The LHP by its nature means that its Initiates work mostly on their own. 
Followers of the LHP are masters of their as yet unmanifest Destiny. And 
while they may accept gUidance and advice, they eschew any form of subserviance: 
they learn for themselves, by their own experience and from their own 
self-effort. This is crucial to an understanding of the true nature of the 
LHP. The LHP means this self-reliance, this self-experience, this self-effort, 
this personal struggle for achievement. The RHP means someone else - some • 
individual, or some authority or some hierarchy - awards or confers upon 
the RHP Initiate a sign or symbol of their "progress". That is, the RHP Initiate 
assumes the role of student, or 'chela' - and often that of sycophant. They rely • on someone else or something beyond themselves, whereas the LHP Initiate relies 
only on themselves: their cunning, skill, character, desire, intelligence 
and so on. The successful LHP Initiate is the individual who learns from their own 
experiences and mistakes. The RHP Initiate tries to learn from theory - from what • 
others have done. 

Essentially, the LHP Initiate is a free spirit, already possessed of a certain 
wilful character, while the RHP Initiate is in thrall to other people's ideas • 
and ways of doing things. 

The notion of self-responsiblli ty is as mentioned above, crucial to the LHP
 
and accordingly any organization which claims to be of the LHP and which does
 •not uphold this in both theory and practice is a fraudulent organization. In 
practice this means that an organization does not restrict the experiences of 
its members - it does not, for instance, impose upon them any binding authority 
which the members have to accept or face 'expulsion' just as it does not • 
lay down for them any codes of behaviour or ethics. That is, it does not 
promulgate a dogma which the members have to accept as it does not require those 
members to be obediant to what the hierarchy says. There is no "proscription" • 
of certain views, or individuals or other organizations as there is no attempt 
to make members conform in terms of behaviour, attitudes, views, opinions, 
expressions or anything else. If there are any of these things, the organization 
so doing these things is most certainly not an organization of the Left Hand • 
Path even though it may use some of the motifs, symbols and methods of the 
LHP. Such an organization is instead allied to the RHP in nature - in the 
effect it has upon its .embers. • 

In summary, the RHP is soft. The LHP is hard. The RHP is like a comfortable 
game - and one which can be played, left for a while, then taken up again. I 
The LHP is a struggle which takes years. The RHP prescribes behaviour and limits 
personal responsibility. The LHP means self-responsibility and self-effort. 
The RHP requires the individual to conform in certain way. The LHP is non-restrictiVE( 
RHP organizations and 'teachers' require the Initiate to conform and accept 
the authority of that organization/'teacher'. LHP organizations and Masters/ 
Mistresses only offer advice and gUidance, based on their own experience. 

• 
. Satanism: 

As mentioned above, Satanism is a particular LHP. Conventionally, and 
incorrectly, Satanism is described as 'worship of Satan/the DeVil'. 

The word 'Satan' originally derived from the Greek word for 'an accusation'.
 
That is, Satan is an archetype of disruption - the Adversary who challenges
 
the accepted, who defies - who desires to know. In essence, Satan is a symbol
 
of dynamic motion: the generative or moving force behind evolution, change.
 

In reality, Satan is both symbolic or archetypal, and real. That is, He eXists 
within the psyche of indiViduals, dnd beyond indiViduals. l 

Satanism is, in part, the acceptance of the necessity of change - of the 
reality of things like struggle, combat, war, creativity, indiVidual geniUS, defiance " 
Of the evolutionary and puritive nature of these things. But Satanism is much more l 
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] 
than the acceptance of the reality of these things - of their necessity. It is 
also the individual seeking to be like Satan - to be Satanic. A true Satanist 
does not worship some Being called Satan. Rather, a Satanist accepts the 
reality of Satan [on all levels] and quests to become, in their own life and 
beyond, a type of Being of the same kind as Satan - that is, to change 
their own evolution and that of others: to evolve to a new type of existence. 
The eXistence can be described by what is known as 'Satan'. This quest is 
a dynamic and real one, and it means that those who aspire to follow the way 
of Satanism go further than others who merely follow the LHP. That is,

J Satan ism leads to new areas of being: it goes beyond 'the Black Arts' while 
having its foundation or ground in those Arts. Part of this is a greater 
esoteric knowledge(e.g. Aeonic Magick) and part in techniques or methods 
or create· a new individual. The Satanist effectively' learns to play at beingJ god. 

Since Satanism, ?s described above, involves the individual questing to 
become like Satan, it is relevant to consider who and what Satan is.J Satan is the Prince of Darkness - Master of all that is hidden or secret, 
both within ourselves and external to ourselves. He is the ruler of this world 
the force behind its evolutionary change; the 'fire' of life. He is Lord of• Life - of all the sensual delights and pleasures. 

He is also 'evil' or 'dark' or 'sinister' - merciless, ruthless, Master of 
Death. He can and does promote suffering, misery, death. But all these things 
are impersonal - they are natural consequences of life, of change and evolution. 

Satan, by His nature,cannot be 'bribed' or 'propitiated' - and neither 
can His services be bought, by a "pact" or anything else. He is not interested 
in such futile things. Thus, there can be no such thing as a 'religious'• 
Satanism - the offering of prayers or offerings or promises or whatever in 
return for Satanic favours. Such things imply fear, subserviance and those 
other traits of character Satan despises. Rather, the satanic approach is• to glory in Satanic deeds and chants and such like because they are Satanic I 

~	 because by so doing them there is an exultation, an affirmation and a being 
like Satan: not because something is 'expected' or done out of fear of the 
consequences. It is by living life, by deeds, that a Satanist becomes like - Satan and so evolves to partake of a new and higher eXistence. Such deeds 
are those to bring insight, self-discovery, to achieve, esoteric knowledge, 
experience of the 'forbidden', of the pleasures of living - and they are- also those which change others and the world and which thus can and do bring 
suffering, misery, death: which are, in short, evil. 

Furthermore, Satan is a real Being - He is not simply a symbol, archetypal or 
otherwise, of certain natural forces or energies. He has life, eXists - causesL- things to occur - external to our own, individual psyche. That is, our 
individual wills, or even our individual magick, cannot control Him [as the 
softee imitation Satanists like to believe]. However, this 'life' is not 
'human' - it is not bound by a body or even by our causal time and space. 
Expressed esoterically, it is acausal. 

Satan, however, is not alone - that is, He is not the only Dark, sinister Being- who affects our world and thus eXistence. He has a female counter-part 
a Mistress, Lover, Bride. Esoterically, Her name is Baphomet. She is the Dark 
Goddess... Thus, a Satanic Initiate is often described as the lover of one or both of 

J these sinister entities - and a genuine Satanic Initiation may be likened to a 
ritual copulation with either Satan or Baphomet [where the Priest/Priestess .. assumes the form of the entity]. In genuine Satanism there is no 'worship' of 

I Satan (or BaphometJ - but rather an acceptance of Them as friends, lovers 
(or, in the early stages, sometimes a 'father' and 'mother' or a brother and siste' 

A Satanist thus evolves toward a higher form -and expresses conscious... evolution in	 action. Hence, Satanism is the qUintessence of the Left Hand Path. 
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Evil: 

It is a mistake, recently promulgated by some, to see the LHP in general 
and Satanism in particular as merely a body of esoteric knowledge and/or a 
collection of rituals or magickal workings, either of which, or both, may be 
'dipped into' for personal edification and to provide oneself with an 'image'. 

All LH Paths are ordeals - they involve self-effort over a period of years. 
They are 3lso dark, and involve the individuals who follow them going to and 
beyond the limits all societies impose. That is, they are sinister or 'evil'. 
They involve real sinister acts in the real world - not a playing at 
sorcerers or sorceresses. • 

Certain individuals and certain organizations who claim to belong to the 
LHP have tried to dispel the 'evil' that surrounds the LHP and Satanism - by 
denying the very real ~vil nature of these paths. However, what do these 
imitation Satanists, these posturing pseuds, think Satanism is if not 'eVil'? 
If Satanism is not eVil, what is? [Or, more precisely, if Satan is not eVil, 
who is?] 

The true nature of evil - and thus Satan ism and the LHP - has been 
misunderstood. EVil is natural and necessary - it tests, culls, provokes 
reaction and thus aids evolution. And to repeat - Satanism is replete with 
eVil: it is eVil. Satanists are sinister, eVil. They cannot but be otherwise. • 

EVil, correctly defined, is part of the cosmic dialectic - it is force, which 
is a-moral: i.e. it is beyond the bounds of 'morals'. Morals derive from a 
a limited (human - or, rather, psuedo-human) perspective, and a morality is 
a projection by individual consciousness onto reality. Nothing that is 'moral' 
or immoral eXists. All morals are therefore artifice - they are abstractions. 
Actions, by indiViduals, which are normally considered as 'eVil' are things 
that are done by indiViduals against others - that is, evil acts are conSidered • 
as belonging to us, as a species. It is not considered 'eVil' for a tiger to 
kill and eat a person: that is natural, in the nature of the tiger. What has 
been and generally is considered to be eVil, in humans, is in general nothing more than instinct - or rather, a feeling, a pre-conscious desire or desires. 

Such instinct is natural - the actions which result from it can be either 
beneficial or not. That is, the actions are not 'evil' in themselves. They 
should not be judged by some artifical abstractions, but rather by their 
consequences - by their effects, which are either positive or negative. However, 
they can be POSitive or negative depending on circumstances: that is, the 
evaluation of them can vary depending on the perspective chosen.This persepctive 
is usually that of 'time'. The only correct judgement about a particular act or 
action is one which takes into account the effects of that action not only 
in the present but also in the future, and this latter on a vast time-scale. Thus, 
the jUdgement concerning such acts is essentially a-personal - it bears little 
or no resemblance to the emotional affects of that act in the moments of that 
act or in the immediate moments follOWing that act. [In the symbolic sense 
and impreCisely - such judgement could be said to be that of 'the gods'.] 

Real acts of evil are those which are done consciously - and these can be of 
two kinds. The first are ignorant acts: done from a lack of self-knowledge 
and usually With no appreCiation of their effects beyond the moment. The second 
are impersonal acts done with a knowledge of the effects beyond that of the 
moment. The former involve no evaluation beyond the personal feelings; the latter 

• 

I•

(

I 

•


involve an evaluation beyond the personal (although they may still be personal 
acts - i.e. of benefit to the individual). A Satanic act of evil is of this 
second kind - they are affective and effective: a participation in the cosmic 
dialectic. At first, they may not be fully understood -i.e. arise from instinct 
in the main. But the Satanic intent behind them makes the indiVidual more conscioUS, 
more aware of their effects, both personal and supra-personal, thus enabling 
judgement to be cultivated. [ 

Instinctive acts are not 'evil' - they usually derive from immaturity. Evil 3Ct~ 
derive from maturity _ but immaturity is reqUired to reach this stage. That is, the~~ 
is a growth. 'Morality' tries to stifle instinct and thus restricts growth. SataniC
acts of evil in effect redress the balance - and allow real maturity to develope. 

000 
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Introduction to the 'Deofel Quartet' 

The works collected under the title 'The Deofel Quartet' were written 
as Instructional Texts for members of a Black Magick group. As such, 
they deal with certain esoteric matters relevant to Novices and those 
who have begun to follow the path of Black Magick and Satanism. 

l
 while the form chosen is fictional, it is not that of a 'conventional'
 
novel. Instead, a new vehicle was created with the aim of combining a fast
 
(and thus entertaining) pace with a narrative style that not only required
 
the imaginative participation of the reader, but which also saught to


1 involve their unconscious. Thus, detailed descriptions - of, for instance,
 
characters and locations - are for the most part omitted. It is left to
 
the reader to supply such 'missing details': partly from their imagination


] and partly unconsciously, from their own expectations and 'projections'.
 
This form also had the added advantage of making the works interesting
 

l 
to listen to when read aloud in a group 
considered as an extended 'prose poem'. 

While each work is self-contained 
they all deal with the varying insights

l darker path to esoteric enlightenment, 
[i.e. real-life] experiences which form 

setting. This new form may be 

in terms of 'plot' and 'characters', 
attained by those following the 

as well as with those practical 
the basis of genuine magickal 

l 
training and which explicate real sinister magick in action. 

Each work deals with (although not always exclusively) with a certain 
type of magickal/archetypal energy - and thus each is connected with one 
of the spheres of the septenary Tree of wyrd. Thus, in the instructional 
sense, each work explicates particular archetypal forms as those1 forms affect 
so explicated 

] In order 
some 'Themes 

individuals in real life. Naturally, quite a few of the forms 
are dark or sinister. 

to guide the interested reader and student of the Occult Arts, 
and Questions' concerning the Quartet are included as 

an Appendix to Volume I. 

] 
The works are reproduced exactly as they were originally circulated 

in manuscript form, with typed/hand-written corrections. 
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Responses and Crltlcal Analysls: 
Each nOVlce readlng the Quartet should try and 

analyze thelr response to lt - the feellngs, expectatlons, pOlnts of 
agreement and dlsagreement and so on WhlCh arlse from readlng It. 

A flrst readlng wlll be sufflclent to show the works of the Quartet are 
Satanlcally subtle - l.e. they are not blatant 'horror/Black Maglc(k)' storles 
and nelther are they pornographlc. They are also not akln to the amoral dlatrlbes 
of other wrlters - e.g. de Sade. 

'Instead, they are lntended for those of dlscernment, those who can see beyond 
mere appearence and affectation - l.e. SatanlC nOVlces: those who wlsh to know and 
who seek to question; those who wish to dlscover secrets (often about themselves). 

As explalned elsewhere, they deal wlth problems a nOVlce followlng the 
Left Hand Path mlght be expected to come across or be famlllar wlth - both ln 
terms of thelr own development/feelings/expectations, and ln terms of real 
Slnlster maglck. Such maglck lS for the most part subtle and esoterlC - lt lS 
hldden and bears llttle, often no, resemblance to what most people (and some 
Inltlates) conslder maglck to be. 

Hence, those who turn to the Quartet hoplng to flnd the klnd of cheap and 
sensatlonal thrllls often assoclated (in the herd-mlnd)wlth 'Black Maglc(k)' 
storles and 'horror' wlll be dlsappolnted. The Quartet lS not lntended for 
such sensatlon seeklng, uncrltlcal and weak lndivlduals - lt lS lntended to 
lnstruct SatanlC nOVlces ln some esoteric aspects of thelr craft: to ald thelr 
own understandlng and Slnlster development. 

'Falclfer' concerns Initlatlon and the gatherlng of Satanic experlence. It 
also deals wlth the Dark Gods - reveallng esoteric knowledge. The energies 
WhlCh give form to the 'story' are concerned wlth,the flrst sphere on the Tree 
of Wyrd - maglckal form 'Nlght/Nox'; Tarot images - 18, 15, 13; Alchemlcal 
Process - Calclnation. 

The Temple of Satan also concerns the Dark Gods - but it deals malnly wlth 
emotlon on the personal level, partlcuarly 'love': how a Satanic Inltlate of 
some experlence encounters and deals with thlS emotion. 'Love' of thlS type 
lS a stage, to be experienced and transcended. For a Satan1St not yet achleved 
Adeptship, this feeling is often a snare, a trap - which they can fall lnto, 
thus endlng their sinister quest. It is about still unconSClOUS feellngs and 
deslres - about making these more conSClOUS, controlling them and transcending 
them. Third sphere on Tree of Wyrd. Maglckal form - Ecstasy. Images - 6, 14, 17. 
Alchemical process - Coagulation. 

'The Glvlng' concerns 'prlmal Satanism' - and a more subtle maglck and J 
manlpulatlon than the prevlous works. It is a story based on fact - on real llfe 
happenlngs and real people. It reveals a real SatanlC Mlstress ln actlon 
someone qUlte different from the 'accepted' notion of a Satanlc Mistress. 
Spheres - Third and Fourth. Forms - Ecstasy/Vlslon. Images - 7,12,5;6,14,17. 
Processes - Coagulation/Putrefactlon. 

'The Greyling Owl' (the title lS signlflcant) concerns the second sphere, and 
the maglck is even more subtle and esoterlC than ln the previous work. It requlres 
an understandlng of ind1viduals as those lndlvlduals are - a subtle changlng of 
them. Maglckal Form - Indulgence; process - Seperatlon; Images - 0,8,16. 

In all the works of the Quartet, "the other side" (i.e. those wlth 'morals') lS 
shown 1n context - moral lndividuals are descrlbed and thlngs seen from thelr pOlnt 0:. 
Vlew. It is vitally important for a novice to be able to be detached - to see thl~gS 

and people as those things and people are. Only thus can they learn judgement and 
dlscover how to work esoterlC Slnlster maglck. Such detachment lS necessary - and ltS. 
cultlvatlon part of Initlate tralnlng. It lS the alm of the Quartet to cultlvate 
thlS ablllty - and the self-crltlclsm WhlCh lS a part of It. ThlS 'cr1tlClsm' lS 
a self-awareness, a self-knowledge. Thu~, some characters ln the Quartet and the Vl:~:[ 
attltudes they express may provoke the Satan1C Inltlate lnto dlsagreement and pess 1Di . 

dlscomfort. ThlS lS lntentional. The novice should analyze why they react as they 
do - and why they 'expect' certain things/certain vlews/certaln outcomes. l 

In short, they are entertainlng Instructlonal Satanlc Texts - those who are 
prepared to spend some effort ln understandlng them wlll dlscover thelr many layers,
and so learn. 
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I	 The Deofel Quartet - A Satanic Analysis 

• 
Falcifer: 

This MS deals with overt magick in a magickal setting - Temples, 
rituals etc. It describes Satanic initiation from a Satanic viewpoint, and• the tests etc. a novice may undergo as well as the awakening awareness 
appropriate to a novice. 

It also deals with the Dark Gods - describing them and the magick which
•	 returns them to Earth. 

Of all the MSS of the Quartet, it is the most easily understood, although 
it does contain some hidden/esoteric meanings. These, however, are 
qUite explicable since the perspective of the MS is overtly Satanic.• 
Temple of Satan: . 

This' also has an overtly magickal setting, but deals with the• stage beyond that of a novice: i.e. someone who has been involved for some time 
and who has developed certain magickal skills - e.g. manipulation. 

Melanie is the archetypal Satanic Priestess: sexually alluring, using her 
•	 sexuality to manipulate and captivate, enjoying some delicate pleasures 

(e.g. sadism). But, as a true Satanist, after some time she becomes bored 
by the routine. So unconsciously at first, she seeks after something else: 
and is drawn toward Thurstan, against her better Satanic judgement. She• 
is "drawn" because she still has to gain a deep self-understanding - because 
there are still aspects which remain unconscious and powerful in her 
psyche (relating to the 'numinous' power of love etc.). Gradually, she falls

•	 in love - but is she herself being manipulated toward this by Saer? And if 
so, why? [Consider the crystal he left with Thurstan for her to find and 
read.] Saer is 'beyond the Abyss' - an image/symbol of aeonic magick as 

•	 against Melanie's external and internal magick. This love causes the loss 
of her magick. 

But she gradually understands its purpose - to propel her toward the
 
next stages of the sinister journey, and to provide a child who because of
• her own sinister abilities and the apparently non-sinister abilities of 
Thurstan will have special qualities. That is, the child will be beyond 
opposites (as, e.g., symbolized by Melanie and Thurstan). Toward the end,

•	 Melanie is presented with a choice - love, or her duty/destiny. She 
chooses the latter, and her magick is restored. 

Claudia is a complication for Melanie - a further test/distraction. Does 
her love cause her lover's death? Pead and Jukes, representing old aeon magick, 

, 
[ try to keep Melanie and Thurstan apart - because without him she cannot fulfil 

her Satanic wyrd: i.e. move on to the next stages and thus undertake 
aeonic magick, to the detriment of the old order and 'the light'. 

The Giving: 
This MS has several esoteric strands, and several overt meanings.

•	 Lianna is a Mistress of Earth (note: stages beyond Melanie in 'Temple') and it is 
her duty to undertake The Giving - rite of sacrifice. 

As a Satanic Mistress, Lianna uses magick in a subtle way, as befits her status. 
This magick is esoteric (e.g. empathic) but she also directly manipulates others,• 
although in a subtle way. Consider how she draws/attracts Thorold to her: 
sending Sidnal to him with books, visiting his shop as a customer 

Lianna requires two important things: an opfer, and someone to father her heir.
•	 The MS describes her attaining these goals. 

Mallan is a recent initiate - enjoying as all good Initiates should, overt 
magick and evil. He involves Rhiston in his games. Lianna however presents 
Mallam with a choice - finely and subtlely presented. She advises him that his - activities are not conducive to further advancement, for she understands 

-
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•
he has become ensnared by some of his desires, rather than enjoying them 
and then discarding them to rise beyond them and so attain self-insight 
and mastery. However, he sees her hints 'morally' - he mis-interprets them 
because he cannot see what she is trying to do; i.e. he shows no Satanic 
insight.The reader is shown this from Mallam's perspective - like Mallam, 
a certain discernment is required to see beyond the outer appearence to the 
essence. [This sudden change of perspective occurs in the MS several times, 
as it does many times in other parts of the Quartet. The reader should often 
ask: what is really going on here? A critical judgement is required because 
often the characters and what they may do/say are not what they seem: i.e. •the real intent/magick is hidden.] 

As it is, Mallam's lack of insight means he believes Lianna is making a 
'moral' point, and he openly breaks with her. 

Following this decision by Mallam, Lianna provides him with a test, a new • 
opportunity to prove his worth or otherwise. She sends her Guardian, Imlach, 
to him - unknown to Mallam, of course - with a secret MS. Again, Mallam 
fails to realize what is happening - he cannot 'see through' Imlach. Instead, • 
he is overwhelmed by unconscious desires: material greed, lust for power. 
Rather than controlling, and using his desires for some purpose, he lets 
his desires control him. S he goes to Lianna's village - and again fails, •because he does not recognize the young woman as a Priestess of Lianna's 
tradition: he sees her as dull, easily manipulated. Thus, he shows he has 

i 
~ 

no genuine magickal insight or abilities. 
!

hence he becomes a candidate for sacrifice. Basically, he chooses himself  • 
he is not chosen because of his "evil" activities. They merely provide 
a fail-safe to deflect attention from his disappearence (when the rite is Icompleted): no one in 'conventional' society would miss him/mourn him or • 
worry about his disappearence. 

Lianna also tests/manipulates Thorold. Does she also manipulate Monica? 
Or is she genuinely annoyed when Thorold becomes involved with Monica? Is 

•this a further test of Thorold? Certainly, for Lianna, Monica' death or 
removal is necessary - or seems to be. Lianna has drawn Thorold into her 
world - and changes him, for he is captivated by her: in a sense, in her 
power. He has qualities which she judged would make him a suitable person • 
to father her child. 

The MS ends with an unasked question: what is to be Thorold's fate when 
his purpose has been achieved? That is, when he has fathered her child. Will [ 
he be an opfer, or will he become part of her tradition? Clues to the answer 
are given at various points in the MS. Also, is Lianna a Satanist? 
Certainly, she does not seem to be - there are no 'Satanic' rites, no invokations I 
to Satan. At one point she says she belongs to an older tradition. Does she say 
this for a reason? - To deceive? She certainly represents a primal darkness: 
and is a genuine Mistress of Earth ... This raises the question as to what 
genuine Satan ism really is: a question answered, in fact, by Lianna's actions I 
as described in the MS from its beginnings to its end. 

The Greyling Owl: 
This is the most esoteric and therefore the most difficult MS • 

to understand - at a first reading - and when viewed by conventional/accepted 
ideas of Satanism/Black Magick. 

It shows real magick in action on several levels: manipulation, empathic, .. 
forms (e.g. music), images, and via opening psychic nexions within individuals. 

Essentially, the MS deals with the changes wrought in the lives of Mickleman 
and Alison, and how these are made to aid the sinister dialectic - i.e. sinister • 
aeonic strategy, to aid the presencing of sinister energies in the causal and so 
bring/provoke change to the benefit of the sinister, aiding evolution. [ 

The magick here is that appropriate to an Internal Adept and beyond, while the 
energies described (the outer form) are symbolic of a particular sphere on the Tr~
of Wyrd (Mercury), although other energies are sometimes involved/intrude. 

l 
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This magick is far removed from external magick and thus rituals/robes. This 
magirk means a working with individuals as those in~ividuals are - a subtle

1 re-orientation of their consciousness/lives. 

1 
Mickleman is gradually changed, and brought into an influencial position 

the Professorship - without him realizing this is occuring, in the magickal 
sense at least. He believes he is still in control of his own Destiny - and 

1 

it is important not to undermine this belief, except insofar as a certain self
insight is obtained. He must have this assurence of his abilities, this 
confidence, to fulfil what is his 'hidden' wyrd. He becomes aware, on terms 
he can cope with/is familar with [this is important], of certain archetypal 
aspects which will be important for his future professional development/ 
standing. These aspects, by which he will influence others in a non-magickal

l way by 'seeding their minds', will aid the sinister dialectic. Part of this 
would be through academic work (aided by the insights attained during his 
'manipulation') and part by his own life-style: his 'decadent' past and 

J his future deriving from that past - both would influence others, providing 

l 

inspiration, and thus changing others in certain ways. 
Alison also is changed - realizing the power of music to transform. Again, her 

aims, dreams, hopes etc. are described from her own perspective, from her own 
'moral' view of the world. However, her fundamental insights are 'provoked' 
via the subtle magick/influence of Edmund etc. Further, the future forms she 
creates/uses, while having the appearence of conventional forms (and perhaps 

I a moral content), will achieve and aid the sinister [ or at least most/some-
of them will]. She herself will see her aims in terms of her own perspective: 
often 'morally', without fully realizing what she and her work are achieving 
opening nexions, and presencing dark energies to influence/infect others. 
This arises because she has been influenced/directed by magick in a specific 
way: to access a certain nexion within her own psyche. [All this is a very 
important notion to understand - and marks the insight appropriate to those

1 who aspire to go beyond the stage of novice. It reflects genuine magick in 
action.) Her thoughts/action etc. (as others) are often 'morally' described. 

The dark interior life of both Edmund and Fiona (and thus their real aims) 
are hidden - i.e. not overt, as generally befits a Master and a Mistress. 
Such Adepts generally work esoterically - they do not fit conventional 
'Satanic' role-models. In their different ways, Edmund and Fiona live in the 
ordinary world in an 'ordinary' way - they are real shape-changers who blend] into their surroundings. This enables them to work sinister magick effectively. 
Further, Edmund possesses no trappings normally assumed to be part of his 
station - he has no wealth, no power, no obvious influence. His Satanic power

I is internal, hidden - it is insight, wisdom, magickal skill of a rare kind. 
This skill enables him to work magick on others (and thus the world) as 
those others are - in the confines of their own roles/image for the most 

I part. Fiona's magickal work is often more overt - e.g. using her sexuality 
to advantage, but her real magick is still hidden. Thus the MS describes 
real Adepts at work. 

0000000 

A Note Concerning 'Breaking the Silence Down': 

This MS is often regarded as making the Quartet into a Quintet. It is 
similar in its magick to the Greyling Owl - although the background is Sapphism. 

Basically, Diane - who already possesses an intuitive awareness of primal 
darkness and thus Satan ism - is led toward self-discovery and a magickal partnershl 



She has an insight into the female persona/strength (after the attempted 
rape) and discovers the power of music to capture the essence hidden by 
appearence. 

She is seduced by Rachael, who uses music (her piano playing) as a magickal 
act. Apthone is the archetypal immature product of this age and its societies: 
swayed by desires, and using petty manipulation to achieve lowly goals. When 
he becomes a threat to Diane, he is dealt with by those who desire her, 
magickally and sexually (Rachael and Watts). Is his accident purely chance? 
Or is someone, or two, watching over Diane? In the end, Rachael wins Diane. 
She is an hereditary sorceress - carrying on her grandmother's tradition 
(thus missing a generation: Rachael's mother). This tradition thrives in 
a certain part of the countryside near where Diane lives. 

As in 'Greyling',. the perspective is often that of the character involved: 
i.e. events/thoughts etc. are seen through their eyes, with their (often moral 
and conventional) understanding/attitudes. This gives an'reciation and 
understanding of these people as they are - and how magic :fects them, 

•usually without them being aware of it. It requires the r ~r to suspend 
and transcend conventional Satanic/sinister notions (which _e often only 
the outer form of what is Satanic/sinister rather than its ~ssence). This 
should enable genuine magick to be understood - as it should aid the • 
understanding of how forms/energies etc. affect/change individuals, often 
unconsciously. All this should aid self-insight. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Per Sorensen was dead. 

His death did nothing to ease the shelling. Katgusha 

rockets still shattered the buildings around. A tram 

burned as rubble from a nearby explosion slithered onto 

the tracks in front of it and the armoured troop carrier 

bearing Sorensen's body turned to avoid the flames. 

A pretty woman wearing a Wehrmacht helmet for protection 

against debris looked up at the carrier and brie£ly 

smiled. But.her smile did nothing to relieve Dieter's 

sadness, and he watched her as she walked nimbly through 

the rubble clutching a canteen of water. The block of 

bUildings ahead of her shook with explosions , and smoke 

and dust dri£ted away with the slight wind. Somewhere 

nearby a man screamed. 

Dieter and his comrades did not move as the carrier 

bore them and the body toward the Ploetzensee cemetry. 

Zhukov's Red Horde was near and Dieter imagined he could 

hear small-arms fire in the brief pauses between shell, 

rocket and bomb. Despite the explosions, no one ran along 

the streets, and a tired Volksturm guard waved the troop 

carrier through the intersection. Nearby, young boys in 

Hitler Jugend uniform worked cheerfully, digging a trench 

parallel to a lane of twisted, torn trees. Their leader 

spoke, but Dieter heard nothing except another shell 

burst nearby. For a few seconds the boys stood silent, 

their caps removed, as the carrier passed. Sturmscharfuhrer 

Hermann acknowledged their respect with a salute. 

Sorensen's coffin was made from empty ammunition 

crates and Dieter helped lower them and their body 

into the grave. The symbolism seemed fitting for a man 

who had fought for three years on the Russian front, 

always with his machine-pistol dangling on a lanyard 

around his neck. 

Dieter's eulogy was brief: "Bright and glorious that 

warrior's Destiny who in battle-array stands for his 

children and home, stands for the woman of his heart, 

bravely opposed to the foe. So Death may come, when it 

will, bringing this life's thread to an end. 

"For think not that Destiny will allow for a man to live 

always unharmed, great though he be, though even he boast 

descent from the gods. Even though the coward pass through 
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] 
fury of battle saCe to his home in his flight - Death 

will assail him there. But then he dies unlamented,
] unloved by his folk, while both the high and the low 

weep by the tomb of the brave. 

] "Yes, with a nation's tears wherever he may die, we 

bewail him; and if he the brave lives he is hailed all 

but a god upon Earth. Strong as a fortress of deCence] 
in the fight do we gaze on our hero: his are deeds for 

the many, and he does them alone."] 
Amid the falling shells Hermann led the last salute 

before the honour guard fired their three salvos over
] the grave. A woman flak helper threw fresh Spring flowers 

before earth protected the body: not for Sorensen the 

] mutilation the Soviet troops inflicted on the bodies 

of dead SS officers. 

] The men, led by Hermann, were singing II Had A Comrade' 

and there were tears in Dieter's eyes. Sorensen had 

saved his life, twice.] 
The journey back to the dug-out. was slow, and Dieter 

wished Zhukov's troops would attack. For every bullet
] a kill; for every Panzerfaust a tank. Vengeance for Sorensen's 

death. 

] The smoke twilight from the battle bombardment was long, 

and Dieter was relieved when the first tank appeared, 

]	 lurching over the rubble in the street. A Soviet sniper 

made a dash for the safety of the Church facade on Dieter's ~3~f 

but then stopped to clutch his throat and topple to the 

ground dead. The tank turned abruptly, its machine-gun 

hitting' nothing that was living. Dieter aimed the pin

I on the edge of the Panzerfaust at the tank, gripping 

xwxxwz the weapon under his arm. His muscles ached from 

] the repitition and there was no elation about the kill. 

Close-range Soviet bombardment began while machine-gun 

]	 fire spattered the ground aPGVAe. The buildings around 

or what was left of them - hid a few German snipers 

and Dieter was trying to judge their number from their] 
sporadic fire when the bombardment and bullets ceased. 

Dieter tensed while buildings and the burning tank crackled] 
with fire. 

A few grenades were thrown, then the slow rush of
] Soviet troops among the rubble and the bodies. 

"Tank ridersl" shouted Dieter. 
l 
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The only thing tank riders did was advance and die. and 

Dieter did not disappoint Stalin's expendable peasants. He 

shot two J three, six. Hermann had run out of grenades. 
S~t' 

More~snipers were seeking cover to provide cross-fire 

but Dieter could only target one before the others escaped 

into the rubble of the Church. He threw his last grenade 

after them. 

The young machine-gunner in the dug-out beside Dieter 

was dead and he rolled the bloody body away before 

quickly changing the clogged barrel of the gun. Hermann 

fed the ammunition belt until. without a sound, he slithered 

down the trench, shot in the head. The tank riders were 

crawling closer but Dieter held their advance with 

Hermann's sub-machine gun while through the smoke filled 

street another tank lurched toward him. 

Soon, Dieter had no more ammunition, the men in the 

dug-outs behind him were dead and he began to throw 

bricks, stones and anything else he could find before 

scrambling back to find a weapon with which to kill. From 

the still warm hand of one his dead comrades he took a 

Mauser pistol but had no time to aim. The shell from the 

tank exploded near him knocking him over before burying 

him under earth, rubble and wood. 

Dieter awoke to consciousness to hear the crackling of 

a nearby fire and the distant explosions of battle; to 

smell burning wood and flesh, and to see above him framed 

by the crack of light, a large brown rat. 

No voices reached him and when he clawed his way 

cautiously into the light he could see no human movement 

along the street. The light drizzle refreshed him. and he 

let the rain water soak his hair and trickle over his 

bloodstained face before crawling toward his dug-out. The 

tank smouldered but the dead Soviet troops had been removed. 

Along the street an old man pulled a wooden cart while 

beside him two women walked enwrapped in long coats with 

black shawls covering their heads. From the end of the cart 

two sets o~ bare feet protruded. A S4uad of Zhukov's 

soldiers led by a bandy-legged officer in a peaked cap 

strutted toward them. They shouted and laughed. The old man 
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tried to speak, but the officer knocked him down beforeI 

l 
three soldiers dragged one of the women into the facade 

of the Church. She screamed and resisted and was shot. 

1 

1 
Several soldiers pushed the other woman to the ground. 

Dieter shot the officer through the head. Surprise 

and his marksmanship killed four more before inaccurate 

fire was returned but within seconds he had shot the

l remaining three. 

"Thank you, " said the old man as Dieter approached.

l "You must go - there are more. " 
Dieter knelt down to retrieve a selection of weapons 

from the bodies before helping the woman to her feet. 

1
 
Her beauty surprised him and he forced himself to turn away.
 

"Where is the front-line'?" he asked.
 

"There is no front-line," said the old man sadly,
 

staring at the ground.


1 Before Dieter could reply, the woman spoke. "You must
 

go - if they find you alive ••• "
 

1 "And you'?" he asked.
 

The woman smiled. "We are now the children of Fate. We
 

1 shall head West.
 

1
 
The old man knelt briefly beside the body of his dead
 

daughter before covering her face with her coat. He dragged
 

the two bodies of his wife and young daughter from the 

~art to lay them beside, covering them as best he could.] "I have no more strength to carry them for a burial," 

he said. 

A lorry smouldered at the end of the street where a 

building showed a lilting inside of floors. 

"Where is your Regiment'?" the woman asked. 

Dieter looked around the scene of their last battle. "I 

l am the Regimentl" he said proudly. Dizzy and weak from 

loss of blood and concussion, he collapsed against the 

cart.1 "We must help him," he heard the woman say. 

The old man sighed, wearily. "Yes, I know."

1 The last thing Dieter remembered was the woman's 

beautiful smile. 
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Wolfram stared into the quartz sphere while outside 

his shuttered room the high-ranking SS officer waited 

in the cool air of the Bavarian Alps. 

There was no mystery in what he sensed through the 

medium of the crystal as, many years ago, there had 

been a mystery when a guant young man fresh from war 

had saught _ith Dietrich's help to seek him out. Now they 

both were dead and he alone of the original seven was 

left to try and build from the ruins of the destruction 

a new empire to reach toward the stars. 

The Dark Gods that for most of his life he had served 

would be waiting among those stars and he had only to 

open another Gate for their power to be his for him to 

use it as he had used it to help that young man of 

vision. Yet there was something that he did not understand 

about the events that had brought destruction to his 

dreams. Some other power oppossed to his own must have 

been invoked and he moved away from the crystal to stare 

for several minutes at the pieces scattered over the 

seven boards and one hundred and twenty six squares of 

the Star Game. But he could see no pattern that might 

explain the events and, sad, he shook his head to ~t.j•• play 

perhaps for the last time/iioRigila~~~~~te piece of music 

by Bach. 

The music brought a" quiet joy and he entered his 

plain Temple to seek the guidance of his gods. The 

quartz tetrahedron glowed, a little, as it had done for 

the past few days and he rested his hands on it. The 

coldness seemed to drain away his sadness and joy and 
~ 

he imagined'" was travelling through the dimensions 

beyond the seventh Gate. There was a presence awaiting 

him among the stars at the very edge of the galaxy and he 

allowed it to shape his consciousness as many times in 

the past it had been shaped. The futures of his own 

planet lay in visions around him and he had only to find 

her desire to make one future real. 

• 
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With one possibility he returned to the terrace where 

against the backdrop of mountains the of£icer waited, 

holding a sheaf of files. T~e files contained the 

personal details of 55 officers who had distinguised 

themselves in the savage combat of the last few months 

of the war, and Wolfram read through them all slowly 

and with interest. Per Sorensen, his favoured, was 

dead but in an hour he had found a successor. 

He handed the file of the chosen to the of£icer. "You 

can make the arrangements?" 

"Yesl" replied the officer curtly but with respect. "And 

the country?" 

"England." 

The officer was surprised. "As you wish." He saluted, 

bowed slightly and left the terrace to walk down the 

steps toward the road. 

Dieter could recall little of his journey. Burnt 

by fever he heard mumbled voices, the sound o£ aircra£t, 

smelt putrid smells, felt a damp cloth on his face and 

the bumping as the cart trundled its slow way across 

a ravaged land. At length, daylight stung his eyes and 

he saw a convoy of-lorries, Soviet soldiers standing 

idle, the husks of burnt-out tanks. Behind the cart 

where he lay hidden he could see a straggle of unkempt 

people pushing or carrying on their backs their few 

possessions. 

A few more miles and the old man ceased his pulling 

of the cart. 'There is a Soviet check-point ahead' 

someone had said. 

Slowly, night drew its darkness over them and the 

people huddled in the small convoy for safety stopped, 

exhausted and hungry. 

"What shall we do?" Dieter heard the beautiful woman 

ask her father. 

Stiffly, Dieter climbed from the cart. A haggard woman 

in a black skirt, coat and shawl stared at him. Even in 

the tWilight his uniform was distinct. Soon, everyone 

was staring at him. 

1 
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"There's a reward for the likes of him:" crooned the 

old woman. "It would feed us all for days:" 

Several of the group stood up to move toward Dieter. 

The old man who had pulled the cart moved between them. 

"You make me ashamed to be German," he said to them. 

"Germany's finished:" shouted the old woman. "And it's 

due to the likes of him:" She spat on the ground. " When 

did you all last eat, eh? A proper meal, I mean. Meat 

and fresh vegetablesl" 

Dieter neld the old man's arm. "I am strong now and 

shal.l leave." 

The old man nodded. He held out his hand. "Hans-Peter 

Schemm." 

"Haupsturmfuehrer Dieter Norkus." They shook hands. 

"My daughter, lIse." 

Dieter bowed toward her. "I have much to thank you 

and your father for." 

"It was nothing," she said, "compared to the sacrifices 

some have made." 

"And the war?" 

"Unconditional surrender." 

"The FUhrer?" 

"Dead - so they say." 

Dieter sighed. "I hope I shall see you again." 

"Koblenz - that is where we go," Hans-Peter said. "Ask 

for us near the Florinsmarkt in the Old Town - if it 

stil.l. exists." 

"Until then, I thank you." He brought his heels together 

in the Prussian manner, bowed toward Ilse and strode ( 
purposefully away from the road into the gathering 

darkness. 

Dieter walked for several hours across fields before 

stopping to take a rest and check the two pistols he 

still carried. The night silence was strange after 

the bombardment of Berlin and he could not sleep only try 

and dispell the sadness he felt because the war was over 

with Germany's defeat. He did not know what to do except 

journey toward the farm of his father Ll Hessen. But [ 
Germany was in ruins, occupied by foreign armies and he 

felt himself bound still by the oath of loyalty sworn [ 
those many years ago. 

I 
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] Dawn's first rays found him in a small copse. Somewhere 

near, he knew, would be a farm, with water and food 

] but probably foreign soldiers, and he forced himself 

to remain within the cover of the trees until darkness 

] brought a~x. again the freedom he needed to resume his 

journey. 

Sleep did not come, just insistent hunger, thirst] 
and the boredom of inaction. Twice he thought he heard 

voices and once, the distant rumble of tanks and when
] night came he was content with the caution born of combat 

to edge his way slowly through fields, avoiding all roads 

] and tracks. 

Toward dawn he came upon farm buildings. A man slept 

]	 by the entrance to the courtyard, a rifle beside him, 

and Dieter watched the buildings for nearly an hour 

before walking down the track to kick the sleeping man] 
awake and taking his rifle. 

"Good peoplel" the startled blurted out. He saw] Dieter's uniform and shouted several words in Polish. 

"Quiet!" commanded Dieter. "You speak German?" 

] "Yesl" said the old man proudly. 

"Who is in charge here?" 

]	 The man stood up to f'ace Dieter. "Landrat von Leiden." 

"No Russians." 

"No," replied the man nervously, "not yet."] 
Dieter looked around, listening. "The Landrat - tell 

him I want to see him."o "Of' coursel" 

Dieter did not have long to wait. Von Leiden stumbled 

toward him, bent and shuf'fling because of' arthritis. 

"Berlin 1" he asked. 

]	 "Yes." 

"You have come a long way. Alone." 

."Yes."] 
"Hmmpfj" He turned to speak to the Pole who was skulking 

behind. "Fetch some of the bread. And water." He scowled.] 
"And a little of that sausage you have hidden in the 

urn."
] The Pole displayed no emotion, and skuttled away. 

"No manners these Poles, "muttered von Leiden. "They

] steal my geese." 
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"I am Haupsturmfeuhrer - " 

"I do not care who you are. The Russians are everywhere." • 
"How far to American lines?" 

"Not far - a day, walking. Perhaps." He stared at 

Dieter's uniform. "My son - .. he began. Then, abruptly:"I 

have sOlDe old clothes, should you wish. Your uniform - " • 
"No, thank you." 

Von Leiden shook his head. "This war's ending - it is 
•not the same. No honour in peace." 

Dieter gave him the rifle and this gesture of trust 

brought tears to von Leiden's eyes. "Our old world of • 
honour lies in ruins." Then, seeing the Pole return he 

took the food and water and gave them to Dieter saying, • 
"Go, and quickly." 

Dieter stuffed the black bread and sausage into his • 
pockets. The water was cold and refreshing and he cleaned 

his face briefly before handing back the jug, bowing his 
•head to von Leiden and striding along the track toward 

the fields. 

He walked for several hours, unconcerned about being • 
seen for he had resolved to die fighting, like all his 

comrades, rather than surrender. He stopped briefly, to 
take from an inside pocket his Knight's Cross which he 

pinned to his camouflage jacket, making sure all his 
insignia were clear and bright. ~earby, he heard someone 

whistle. 

It was a tuneful whistle and, as it came nearer, Dieter l 
recognized it as the Parade ~Iarch of the 18th Hussars. It 

was whistled by a boy dressed in the striking uniform (
of the Napolas. 

Dieter let him pass as he lay hidden by a tree before .. 
calling out to the boy. 

"Heil Hitlerl" the boy replied with enthusiasm. Tall a 

and muscular, he appeared to Dieter to be the perfect 

advertisement for the Jungmannen. 
a 

Dieter returned the salute, with less enthusiasm. "Where 

are you heading?" he asked. 

"Hom"t:" replied the boy cheerfully, his left. hand [ 
resting on his dagger. 

"Where is that?" [
"Hamburg. And you, Haupsturmfeuhrer'?" 
It c .&. '
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"N0, sir." 

Dieter gave him all the bread and half of the sausage. 

"What will you do when you reach Hamburg?" 

Brightly, the boy said, "Build a new Germanyt" 

"Germany will certainly need re-huilding." 

"Sir?" the boy asked seriously. 

"Yes?" 

"I would consider it a great honour if you would allow 

me to accompany you." 

"What about your home?" 

"There wi-ll be plenty of time:" He stared at Dieter's 

Knights Cross. 

"Have you seen any action?" 

"Yesl Anti-aircraft battery at Grunewald. Then when 

the Reds came I joined some Volksturm and Hitler Jugend. 

When we ran out of ammunition we split up." 

"I have no intention of surrendering. But you are 

Germany's future." 

"I am not afraid to die." 

Dieter smiled. "I can see by your eyes you speak 

truth." He gave the boy one of his pistols. "You might 

need this." 

In silence they walked together for many miles while 

Dieter's spirit grew troubled, and he was about to order 

the boy to leave him and find safety in the American 

lines when ahead they saw a straggling line of soldiers. 

"Go now," Dieter said, "while you can." 

The boy smiled and shook his head before releasing 

the safety catch on the pistol. Slowly, the soldiers 

encircled them. 

The boy was lying on the ground, his young, earnest 

face intently watching the advancing soldiers. Dieter 

took the pistol from him. 

"The 

"And 

"At 

pistols 

future is yours," Dieter said. 

you, sir?" the boy asked. 

least they are American," said Dieter, throwing the 

away and raising his hands in the gesture of 

surrender. 



III 

They were taken to a small village occupied by the 

Americans. Several of the timbered houses, as well 

as the Saxon church, lay in ruins while around the 

largest standing building which served as American 

headquarters, small groups of old woman and young 

children sat, strangely silent, on the ground. Amongst 

the destruction,trucks, jeeps, stores and American 

soldiers were littered without any appearence of order. 

Pushed against a courtyard wall, they were searched 

for the third time. 

"O.K.," shouted the Amercian Sergeant, "turn around 

you Nazi bastardsl" 

The American Major who approached them did not smile. 

Behind him a small bespectacled soldier carried a 

clip-board. 

"Rank, name and unit," he said to Dieter. 

"Haupsturmfeuhrer Dieter Norkus, Waffen SS, Nordland 

Division ••• " 

"Sir," the bespectacled soldier interrupted, talking 

to the Major."the boy." 

"What?" 

"G2 orders, sir." 

"Take over, Sergeantt" The Major strode back toward 

his headquarters, his clip-board carrier in tow. 

With the Major gone, the Sergeant approached Dieter. 

"Let's see that medal." he grinned. "Kinda nice, 

aint it?" 

He went to rip it from Dieter's uniform when the boy 

sprang forward. Without speaking a word he wrenched the 

American's arm and tripped him up. 

The other guards laughed. 

'You son of a bitch:" Enraged, the Sergeant jumped 

up, snatched a rifle and smashed the butt into the boy's 

face. Dieter moved toward him, but two guards pinned 

his arms against the wall. Nearby, a few birds sang 
.t..u.d.-i-J . T S . d h K . htthAJ..r,,< songs of SprJ..ng. he ergeant rJ..ppe t e nJ..g s 

Cross from Dieter's tunic. 

"Sergeant Piaggiot" shouted the Major from his doorway. 

With a swaggering gait, the Sergeant walked over to him 
.... "f .......... _ .. ..... ~ ~'-..: ...1
 __ ..a '-_":_~ 
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Dieter was forced into the building and onto a chair. The 

Major said a few words in German before Dieter said "I do] 
speak English."
 

"Greatl Cigarette?"

] "No, thank you."
 

"Where is the rest of your outfit?"
 

] 

] "They fell in Berlin."
 

Nearby,a brief burst of gunfire could be heard.
 

"How did you get here?" the Major asked.
 

] 
"I walked." 

There was a knock on the door and the Sergeant 

entered without saluting. "That kid, Major," he said. 

"Tried to escape. We had to shoot."] Dieter stared at him, his eyes bright with anger. "How 

heroic of you to shoot an unarmed boyl"

] "Shut your mouthl" shouted the Sergeant. 

"I wish to report this to a senior American officer," said 

] Dieter. 

The Major was smiling and the Sergeant had started 

to laugh when Dieter leapt across the room to grab the] 
machine-gun the Sergeant was holding. His hand was 

on the barrel, his finger near the trigger when his two] guards beat him into unconsciousness with the butts of 

their rifles. 

] 
For Dieter then~ few days became a blur of impressions: 

a long journey in a EMMC •• covered lorry with other 

prisoners of war with whom he was forbidden to speak, 

an interrogation, another journey, another interrogation, 

a guarded prisoner of war compound where he and the 

other prisoners were forced to sleep on the ground.J He lost count of the days and weary from the months of 

fighting, the shock of defeat, lack of sleep, hunger,

J the journeys and the interrogations, he sat in the back of 

an American lorry watching through the ~ open flap the 

J stream beside the road as the lorry wound its way among 

some hills. The day was warm, perfumed by the scent of 
c.J 

Spring's flowers an~Dieter began to recall the quiet 

beauty of the Germany he had known in Hessen as a boy, 

~ his spirit began to yearn to return to the house of 

his family where to renew with his own hands the cultivation 
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of their lands.There was a family legend, he knew, 

connected with the farm and he possessed a desire to r
wander free and homeward to hear his grandfather tell it. 
But Germany was in ruins, he himself was a prisoner of 

war and he still believed he was bound by his oath 

of loyalty sworn in the exhurberant first year of the 

war. 'My Honour Commands Loyalty' said the motto on his -
ring - and to all the questions that in the last few 

days he had .been asked his answer was always the same: 'I • 
have done nothing,' he would say with pride, 'that is 

dis-honourable.' But they did not understand. 

'For my fatherland in sadness I weep,' he recalled 
from memory for himself when alone or when no one would 

listen or believe his words of truth,'for of my country 

am I robbed. How great is the chant of our woe: tear r
upon tear is shed and only the unseeing dead forget 
how to weep ••• ' 

Enwrapped in dreams of his home, he did not notice •I
when the lorry stopped. But the driver brought him 

I 
and his two guards out into the warming sun to move the !

• 
rock-fall f~om the narrow road. 

An old man shuffled slowly toward them along the road 

while they worked ~d Dieter was dragging the last • 
rock away when he ~ached them. Without speaking he 

walked straight to the two guards who were l~nging against, • 
the side of the lorry, grabbed them and knocked their
 

heads together. Limply, they fell to the ground. The (
 
astonished driver went to draw his holstered pistol
 

but swi£t like a wol£ in attack the old man leapt toward (
 
him striking at his windpipe with his hand. The driver
 

fell down to lie still on the road.
 
•The old man was smiling, his eyes bright and blue 

like the clear sky of summer. 

"Come, Dieter Norkus, we must leave." -
Dieter did not question his sudden freedom and followed 

as with surprising agility the old m~n led him upwards .. 
through the rocks and trees, along twisting tracks to 

a small wood~n hut. Dieter recognized the SS office~ f• 
who was waiting inside. 

The officer handed him a sheaf of documents, saying :"All l 
the documents for your new x~ •• it identity are there. 
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] feli -Jays from now, "nd yo.: liill be in your new 

Jieter looked up f:-om the documents. "',:hich 

country." 

is:" 

] ":n:;land." 

Jieter i,as surprised. "::ay I ask - for I.hat:" 

":'0

] next." 

o'I", 

] :;uide. 

] 

] 

J 
.J 
'J 
'J 
:J 
~ 

I
 
'J
 
]
 

J 
'J
 

:J
 
·1 

cont inue iihat ~as been ."lchi..ved, and ~rLli1are for :ihat is 

The Officer saluted, bowed, and left. 

the sr.1ilin:; old man s:1id, "am :-".lndi and I'rill :JC your 

Corne nOli, for there is much to do." 



Concerning the Temple of Set 

The Temple of Set, as both its High Priest and its members admit, understands 
what they regard as Satanism as a religion. Further, the fundamental basis 
on which the Temple was founded is the 'Infernal Mandate' . This mandate, it is 
claimed, was given to Aquino by the Prince of Darkness Himself (in his manifestation 
as Set) and, it is said, makes the priesthood of that Temple the only one 
consecrated by the Prince of Darkness - that is, only the Temple of Set is a 
true representation of Satanism. The Temple sees itself as a sacred guardian - it 
has a 'sacred duty' because its High Priest has been chosen by the Prince of 
Darkness. 

However, these two things - which so define the Temple of Set - show that 
it cannot be a genuine Satanic organization. To prove this, we will consider 
each of these things in turn - first, the question of an 'Infernal Mandate', and 
then the question of Satanism as a Religion. 

Aquino maintains he has a 'sacred duty' because of the mandate, and that • 
this mandate gives him authority to consecrate his Priesthood. Further, he 
claims that only this Priesthood is truely consecrated to the Prince of Darkness. 
What this means in practice, is that the Temple of Set has set itself up to •be the unique representative of Satanism. 

In reality, Aquino claims to have received a Mandate during some magickal L 
working and thereby claims authority. A genuine Satanist, on the contrary, has 
authority by virtue of his or her Wisdom - and has achieved Wisdom by virtue of •
practical experience. There is no need to claim a 'spiritual' authority given L 
by some 'entity' real or imagined be that entity Satan or Set or whatever. 
Indeed, to so claim such authority via an entity external to oneself exposes •
the person who so makes the claim as needing this spiritual crutch because they Llack real Wisdom - that is, they rely on something external to themselves, 
something external to their own achievements. Such an individual has to rely on 

•something external because what really matters is missing - what is missing 
is that which is created by the following of the Black Arts to the ultimate 
ending. That is, direct practical experience and the mastery and wisdom which 
are thereby won. · 

A genuine Satanic Master (or Mistress) does not need to pose - they do not L 
need to claim they have a mandate. The authority of a real Master or Mistress 
arises from their experience - it is rooted in them by virtue of their character 
and is eVident in their eyes, their attitude and their knowledge. They have a 
unique, individual character - they do not playa 'role' or claim to be in touch I 
or have been in touch With some supra-personal entity. What they say and teach 
is based on their own experiences, on their own learning - they have struggled 
along the Path for many years, and learnt the hard way, via direct experience. ( 
They know because they have done. 

Accordingly, anyone who claims and need to rely on a mandate given to them - eith~ 

by some entity or someone who instructed them - reveals themselves to be a 
charlatan. 

To make this even clearer, I shall be personal for a few sentances. I represent _ 
a certain Satanic Order - and in a sense I therfore have some 'authority'. But 
I have this authority because, in this Order, I have gone further than anyone 
I have experienced more, and so learned some things. Perhaps I have gained some 
Wisdom - I certainly have esoteric knowledge and skills beyond that of most others. • 
What I say and do arises from my experience - it results from years of effort 
along the Left Hand Path. My authority is because of my character - a character 
forged Via experience. Even though I had been Initiated by a Satanic Mistress 
who instructed me for a while, my authority does not derive from her - or from [
Satan. It derives from my own character. Others can learn from me if they wish 
they are free to judge what I say or write or create, and learn from it and use it 

[ 
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] should they wish. They must assess its worth for themselves. I do not make out
 
what I say or write or do to be anything other than mine - except where it
 
concerns some traditions I learned from my Mistress. But even these are to be


] jUdged on their own mer~ts - there is nothing special about them, nothing
 
'Infernal' in the sense of a mandate attached to them. They have not been 
'sanctified' by the Prince of Darkness Himself - they are not 'sacred' truths. 
In brief, there is nothing of a religious nature attached to me, the authority] I have or those teachings I have inherited and substantially added to. I stand
 
on my own merits, and my creations likewise.
 

The same is true for any genuine Satanist. Why? Because it is in the nature
] of Satanism. This leads us to the second question: Satanism as a religion.
 

The whole of Satanism is a defiance against the religious attitude. Satan ism

] is a rebellion against all those forms which hold or try to hold our eXistence, 
our being, in thrall - and the most potent form of thralldom has been and still 
is, religion. Religion emasculates us - whether it be overtly, via a religion, or 
covertly by a religious attitude such as is evident in political or social

.J zealousness, in conformity to a dogma and an authority. 
Satanism, in essence, is an individual defiance - an individual pride, an 

individual striving, an individual quest for excellence. It is about fulfilling] the potential inherent in our eXistence - and this means finding and fulfilling 
our unique Destinies. Satanism means self-effort, self- learning, self-experience: 
it means each individual striving to become like a god; striving to be like

J the Prince of Darkness Himself. The Prince of Darkness does not seek weak, docile 
followers: He desires Comrades, individuals of strength, of character, full of 
pride and defiance, overflowing with existence itself (which is expressed in deeds, 

J in creation, in changing, in altering evolution). Of course, He (and all genuine 
Satanists) use others for Satanic ends - they manipulate. He, as Satanists of 

J 
character do, has followers - have those who obey. But these are not Satanists 
they are tools, used to achieve something, perhaps broken, but mostly discarded 
when what they have been used for has been achieved. They are the dominated, the 
slave-majority, while the Satanists are the elite, the masters. 

Satanists are never constrained - they learn for themselves, via experience,

J and so progress toward greater understanding, toward a new eXistence. It is 

J 
the aim of Satanism to produce unique individuals possessed of character. 
Accordingly, a genuine Satanic Master or Mistress or group merely guides others 
merely offers advice, based on experience. There are no restrictions, no religious 
zeal. There is not and cannot be any dogma - any authority which the individual 
must be 5ubserviant to. There cannot be any form of conformity. If there is 
it is not Satanic. 

l 

The Temple of Set constrains its members by dogma, by ethics, by making them 
subserviant to the authority of the priesthood, and to the High Priest himself. 
It fosters a religious attitude - 'believe! because Ilwe are empowered by Setl 
the Prince of Darkness and so possess his authority'. It restrains - 'do not 
associate with that personlorganization,for they are proscribed'. It breeds 
a sycophancy, stifling genuine experience and creativity. ... Naturally, there any many fine-sounding words and phrases, a great deal of 
intellectualism, which obscures these brutal truths. The Temple of Set..I encourages verbiage at the expense of real, dark, sinister experiences. Its 
members wallow in the illusory world created by words and ideas when they should... 
be alone undergoing formative ordeals. They play at magic(k) and enjoy the glamourJ	 of ~retending to be 'Satanists' - but they do not go to and beyond the limits of 
the~r lives, they do not live life as a succession of ecstaSies, they do not go 
to 't~e edge' again and again. Instead, they correspond with one another, meet and 

J 
] talz, meet and talk, do little rituals together or alone, read, and talk and read 

and ~rite '" And they know they are safe - the Prince of Darkness has been tamed: 
he is not really 'evil' (as we are not, they say to themselves and mean it). And 

]
 



they have their 'progress' mapped out for them - awarded to them by the 
Priesthood in whom they trust and by Aquino, their High Priest. If they please 
this priesthood, and Aquino, they are rewarded - exalted to the higher 
grade and can give themselves and call themselves an exalted name: priest, 
perhaps, or Aaept, or maybe even Magister Templi if they have truely been •sycophantic enough for long enough ... 

Meanwhile, the few genuine Satanists get on with their hard tasks - With 
folloWing the path of Black Magick by their own efforts, by learning for themselves 
the hard way. The~work to achieve a real mastery, of themselves, of magick 
making errors, perhaps, but learning, and so growing, so changing and so 
becoming a changer of evolution itself. For them, there are no restraints, no 
dogma, no authority. There is only success - or failure. They achieve their 
own Grades, in their own time, and have the self-honesty and the insight to know 
if they have really aChieved. 

One illustration to end With. Consider the path of Satanism as a marathon race. 
There is a start, and a finish, which we will consider to be Adeptship in this 
instance. Satanists and would-be Satanists line up at the start. The race 
begins. The Satanist runs the race, and finishes, by his or her own effort - there 
is no help, only the will to finish, the hardship of the race itself. It is 
an individual achievement. But the Temple of Set members are those who run some 
of the distance, and then find someone running alonside (or perhaps driving 
along would be more apt) saying "The rules have been changed! By a decree [read 
by an 'Infernal Mandate'].The marathon is now only 10 miles - so stop and I 
will award you your certificates [read 'confer Grades']." TheTemple of Set 
members of course believe this person, they do not doubt the Decree - or if they 
do, they accept it. They stop, and receive their 'rewards' - and believe they 
have succeeded: they have run a marathon. But in reality, they have deluded only 
themselves. -

To conclude: The Temple of Set is the epitome of what Satanism is not. 
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scrambled around. Behind the curving trunk of the tree 
loose rocks lay clumped, overgovn and mossy and she gave 
them a cursory look before realizing. 

"Come on, helpl" she shouted to her sister, and together 
they began to clear the rubble. It was not long before 
they discovered the entrance to a cave. 

"I don't like this," Ceridwen said. 
"It's probably just an old mine shaft. Might even be 

Roman." She squezzed herself into and crawled along the 
passage. It widened after a while, enabling her to turn around. 

"Goes a long way in. We need a lantern." 
Richenda left her sister at the cave entrance, and she 

had almost reached the track which led back to their cottage 
when she heard a horse approaching. She hid in the bracken, 
but it was only Owen, her nearest neighbour, and she watched 
him raise the gun he carried to sh~t at a Skylark. The bird 
fell, and Owen sent his dog after it. Owen was partial to 
Lark pie. She could see his ruddy face smile as he urged his horse 

She did not wish to speak to him and waited until she was 
alone again. Ceridwen was asleep when she returned to the 
entrance of the cave, carrying two lanterns and a flint 
tinderbox. She lit them both, woke her sister and led her 
into the crumbling, dank passage. It slanted gently downward 
to sharply turn and end in a small chamber. Toward the 
left Richenda could see another passage, but it was almost 
completely blocked by rubble and large rocks. She tried to 
move some, but soon gave up and she turned, crouching, to 
see Ceridwen digging at the ground with her hands. There 
was a smile on Ceridwen's face as she extracted something 
from the rubble. 

Outside, in the bright light, she used the dirty hem of 
her dress to clean it. The crystal was large, cold to the 
touch, and shaped like a tetrahedron. 

Now, Richenda thought, I have a question, which hopefully 
the old man can answer. 

II 

"So - you failed us." The speaker was dressed in 
a cassock of a Priest. His face was wrinkled with age, his 
hair white, some of his teeth rotten, while his body 
seemed too small to support the large head. He looked 
dismissively at Paul who was kneeling before him the 
cold damp Chapel. 

"Forgive me, Father," Paul said in a pleading voice. 
The Priest turned to this three companions, who nodded 

gravely. 
"Rise," the Priest said to Paul, affecting a smile. "And 

sit with us." 
"These followers of the Devil," he continued,"cannot 

be allowed to continue with thet/blaphemy." He turned to 
whisper to his three comoanions. "Inveni Pauli servum meum, 
oleo sancto meo unxieum:'manus enim mea auxiliabitur ei, 
et brachium meum cOJlfortabit eum." To Paul, he said, "I have 
a special task for you, my son.Have you faith enought to 
accept?" 
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'tYes, Father." .
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] 
"You must be strons, my son. Watch her well. See who 

she sees. Follow. We will pray and plan anew. You have

J	 s~udied well with us - quod ex commixtio~e homines, et 
tali modo nasciturum ess Anti-Christum. We fear this, 
and depend on you." He save Paul a small phial. "Holy relics, 
to guard you. Go now."1 Paul left. It was a long walk along the lan~s and tracks 
to the sinewy small valley that gave one access to Richenda's 
cottage. A man leading several tethered pack-mules passed]	 him as he skirted the srounds of Linley Hall. He wished 
the man with the wizened face and torn, dirty clothes, a 
good-day but received no reply. The man barely looked up

]	 and briefly met Paul's gaze before looking nevrously around, 
his hand clutching at the pistol stuck into his belt. Then 
he was sone from Paul's sight' as the track he had chosen 
led him and his mules eastward toward the Port Way over the 

1 
J Hynd. 

Paul chose a high vantage point, in the bracken, to observe 
Cold Hill cottage. The day was warm, and he was glad to be 
freed from the toil of work. He hated work, and had been 
slad when Father Albert had come to his father all those 
years ago. He hated their squatter's cottage perched near 
the bottom of Nind hill - always filled with smoke, withl his brothers and sisters. Its walls were thick, compsed of 
stone, undressed and found nearby, its windows tiny. There

• were only two rooms, and on most nights the children huddled
1	 together round the fire while their parents slept alone
 

on a mattress made from moss. He had always been hungry.
 
But the old Priest had saved him, and sent him to school in
l	 Salop town. He was sixteen, his mind full of stories of 
Empire and adventure, when the Priest found him work with 
a Farrier not very distant from Cold Hill cottage. So 
he had worked and came to know Richenda, as the PriestJ had planned. After four years, she had confided in him, as 
the Priest had done. Thus he had played the Priest's game, 
priding himself on his success. What stories he would tell] in the Taverns when his adventures were complete! 

The warm sun began to make him feel sleepy. He had seen 
no one around the cottage during the hours of his waiting,

[	 no sign of anyone within, and he began to wonder what it 
was like inside. He had only ever met Richenda at or near 
his place of work - and only twice near the circle of 
stones - and the more he thought about the interior of theI cottage the more excited he became. It was there that she 
slept, that she kept her clothes. Perhaps even now she- was sleeping. He could creep up, and see her through the 
window. 

Soon, his excitement could no longer be contained, and he 
crept slowly down with beating heart and quivering limbs toward- the cottage. He crouched outside, listening. No sounds 
reached him, except the breeze, the sound of a curlew, 
the cry of a raven, and he stole a look through one of- the small windows at the back of the cottage. There was 
a woman, sleeping on a bed, and she was naked. Paul stared 
at her, unable to avert his gaze. It was not Richenda, nor 
Ceridwen. She seemed of middle age, her dark hair in 
disarray around her head and shoulders. He had seen one 
of his sisters naked, once. But this was different. He was 
a Virgin, and as he stared lustful thoughts began to grow 
in his mi~d. Then the woman opened her eyes. 

She looked directly at him, as if she had known he had 
been there, but she did not move, even to cover herself, or 
turn her eyes awayo Instead, she began to very slowly 



caress her breasts, smi1ing as she did so. Pau1 stood there, 
trans~ixed. Then she was beckoning him in, arching her 
body and touching the 1arge mass o~ her pubic hair with 
her ~ingers. Its blackness contrasted vividly with her 
white skin, and he walked slowly to the door o~ the cottage, 
almost ~ear~ul that the vision would disappear be~ore he 
got inside. 

But she was still there as he walked into the bedroom. 
She sat up, still smiling, to stand and touch his ~ace. Her 
touch startled him, because he had hal~-expected her to 
be unrea1. Her ~ingers were warm, her touch so~t, her 
breath ~ragrent and she kissed him passionately be~ore 

starting to remove his clothes. "I am Melusine" she whispered 
in his ear as she dragged his naked body down with her 
onto the bed, her hand guiding his erection. 

In his inexperience and passion, it was soon over, but
 
she clung to him and he soon drit'ted i~,to sleep. He did
 
not know how long he slept, but he awo:~!!l when she moved
 
to take his penis into her mouth. His ~ecovery was qUick,
 
and she pushed him onto his back to ease hersel~ onto his
 
erection.
 

She would not let him rest, ~inding new ways to arouse 
him until even the vigour of his youth and the excitement 
o~ ~osing his virginity diminished and then were gone, 
leaving him exhausted. His eyes began to close, and she 
began to laugh. She was mocking him with her laugh. But it 
sUddenly stopped, and he opened his eye. to see her gone. 
He rushed outside, but she had vanished. 

III 

Richenda waited a long time in the woods near her 
circle of stones, but Ceridwen did not come to meet her 
as they had planned. It was nearing dusk when, weary 
and beginning to worry, she began her walk back to the 
cottage. 

She reached it in darkness, guided by her senses, her 
know1edge o~ the area and the vestigal light rarely 
absent on a summer's night in Britain. Spectral shadows 
entwinned her cottage, and she understood. But the ~orm 

that she had summoned to work her desire upon Paul did not 
return and she sat in a rickety chair be~ore the empty 
grate o~ the ~ireplace reaching out to Ceridwen. 

But she could sense nothing. It was as i~ some barrier 
existed between them, a barrier that not even her magick 
could breach. For some time she listened to the sounds 
o~ her night: a white Owl screeching, the jarring cry o~ 

a Night jar. Tired, she closed her eyes to sleep. 
"I hope I do not disturb you," a so~t voice beside her 

said. 
Th~ old man, holding his sta~~, stood beside her. 
"No,1f she said, without surprise,"I was just dreaming 

about you." 
If You have ~ound a question?" 
"The crystal _" 
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"Ahl You are Mistress o~ a. ,10,ng. tradition. !':S _your own 
mn~h. • v __ 
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] 
ways flourish still, for which I am glad. What was I saying?l	 Oh yes. To change a whole folk is the aim of your magick: 
to bring wyrd, change on a large scale. Once, a long time 
ago now when ••• when a young man was still learning like 
Logres, his ward, a change was begun. And after - new ways 

J
 

l of living, new understandings. This by the crystal you have."
 
"How?"
 
"How? Simple. I give part answer: wyrd non est aliud, quam
 

halitus aquae, terraeque, solis calore exacte attenuatus 
et coctus, a frigore secutae noctis in unum coactus, 
densatusque. And another part:veniebant Daemones, et cum

J	 mulieribus miscebantur. You have heard of the sangreal? Who 
bow,alas, has not? But Phereder knew the secret - and 
ben Beirdd. There was a hermit - I forget now his name 
although Helinandus remembered him - who began to changeJ	 the real meaning and make it as a vessal for that new silly 
god with crosses and flocks of silly sheepl It is, as 
von Eschenbach knew, lapsit ex coelis. And this you have,1 given by me, its guardian."
 

Richenda was very tired, and closed her eyes in sleep. When
 
she awoke, she did not expect to see the old man, and did


1 not. 'Veniebant Daemones, et cum mulieribus miscebantur'
 
she heard in her head like an echo. Did she really understand?
 
She believed so, and this pleased her, although she was
 
still troubled by Ceridwen's absence.
1 'The crystal - ' a voice seemed to say to her, and she 
went to where it was hidden among the objects of the untidy 
and unclean cottage. She found it, and sat down at the1	 table, clearing away the remains of the discarded and 
mouldering food to place it in front of her. She stared at 
it, and it was not long before her mind cleared and began

]	 to fill with images. She saw Ceridwen, almost naked, tied 
to a chair in a damp chapel replete with Nazarene symbols 
and images. Father Albert and two other men stood over her, 
leering as one of them began to beat her with a whip. They 

o 
] were shouting at her sister, although she could hear no 

words, and her sister sat as if oblivious to the blows, 
mocking -zthem with a silent smile. 

Anger overcame Richenda, and the vision flickered, then 
vanished. Then, remembering, she formed her anger into 
an astral shape and sent it forth to bring her Paul. 

j	 IV 

j 
The presbytery was not large, and not even purpose 

built as a dwelling for a Priest, but Father Albert liked
J	 it, and the chapel attached to it. It was a gift, less than 

a decade ago, from the wealthy Sumner family. Recusants, the 
Sumners owned the village in the shadow of the Long Mynd

]	 and most of the surrounding land. So he said his Masses 
for the family and the €ew villagers who ventured to attend. 
It was a comfortable living. But Father Albert, educated 
as most Catholic Priests of the time had, been, in France,]	 had in his first year of residence come upon the legends and 
the whispers and the rumours of witchcraft and Satanism in 

1 
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the area. So he had studied, and listened and learnt, 
seeking help from his learned brethren. Thus it was that 
he came to know of a coven perhaps centuries old, dedicated 
to the old ways and commerce with demons. And so his 
suspicions grew until he seriously believed this commerce 
was of great import - a new and important battle in the 
centuries long war. So he had begun to scheme to defeat 
his enemy. 

His small study was filled from floor to ceiling with 
books, and from a crowded shelf he took down a manuscript 
bound in vellum. He opened it and began to read, and as he 
did so he felt someone laughing at him. He shut his 
eyes and began to pray: 'Exorcizamus te, omnis immunde 
spiritus, omnis.Satanica potestas, omnis incursio 
infernalis adversarii .0' 

The prayer soothed him, and the laughter disappeared. 
The manuscript was hand-written in a monastic script and told of the signs by which commerce with demons could 
be told. He had read it many times, and read it again 
while he waited for his fellow believers to return with 
their prize. Ceridwen, sister of the women who knew to be 
hereditary leader of the coven. Paul, his oblate and pupil, 
had failed to return, and Father Albert s'uspected foul and 
demonic deeds. Perhaps they had him, and would complete 
their sacrifice. But with Ceridwen, he might forstall their 
plans ••• 

His reverie about his holy war was interrupted by the -I arrival of his companions. He had sworn them, with holy oaths, 
to secrecy, and they being god-fearing and educated like 
him in theology in the confines of a monastery, had obeyed. 

Ceridwen had offered no resistance, and she let herself 
be led into the chapel where they bound her to a chair, these 
ageing relicts of an almost dying age. 

"Speak, witch1" Father Albert demanded. -But she smiled and spat into his face. 
They prayed over her then, but she still smiled. They 

sprinkled her with their holy water, held a crucifix near 
her face, but she said nothing, and did not attempt to 
move. After an hour they left her. 

She was still smiling when they returned, AD hour later. I"Tell us," Father Albert said to her as he clutched his 
Breviary, "this area is important, is it not? I have heard 
tales of that hideous stone circle - of what you do and have 
done there. Do you not promise the Devil sacrifices and I 
offerings~" He turned to his companions. "Singulis quindecim 
diebus, vel singulo mense saltem, necem alicujus infant is 
aut mortale veneficium." .. 

They crossed themselves in horror. "Why do you not answer 
us?" Father Albert said to her. "We seek only your good, 
your own salvation. We can save you from eternal damnation. 
If you repent, you can be saved. We only seek to help you, 
be your friends. It is our duty to save your soul." 

He opened his breviary and began to pray. For nearly 
an hour he prayed. But she still smiled at them. -"There is a mark," Father Albert said, remembering his 
manuscript, "A mark made by the demon. It is imprinted on 
some hidden part of tr-3 body. Sometimes in the shape of a [ 
toad's leg, sometimes a hare or a spider." He motioned to 
his companions and they began to remove her clothes. 

She was almost naked when Father Albert began to touch 
her breasts. "Et hoc modo," she whispered to him, "homo L 
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jungens se Incut~ non vilificat, immo dignificat suam 
naturam." 

This startled and shocked him, both for its content and 
because of her obvious knowledge of Latin, and he sprang 
back, horrified. Quickly, his mind made many assumptions. 

"She is a demonl" he shouted. His riding whip was nearby, 
discarded, and he grasped it in trembling hands. Then one 
of his companions, perhaps excited by the exposure or 
female flesh or from whatever other motive, snatched the 
whip and began to beat her with it, shouting 'Avante 
Satanas1' as he did so. 

Cerdiwen smiled at them all. 
Suddenly, Father Albert shouted. "Leave her1 Leave herl 

We must pray." 
They left her then, bloodied but defiant, while they 

went to the study to pray. 

v 

Richenda did not have long to wait. Paul came to her, 
as she had bid him do. He had been nearby, still under 
the spell of Melusine's body and lust yet morbidly ashamed 
of his betrayal of his faith and Father Albert. So he had 
sat and waited, for some sign. 

A voice called him, and he came back to Richenda's 
cottase to stand on the step to her door, shivering with 
both fear and anticipation. 

"Do you wish her again?" Richenda asked him. 
"Yes," he said, staring down at the floor. 
"Then she shall be yours. But first - do you Paul 

Jones renounce Yeshua, the Nazarene, and all his works?" 
"I - " 
"Say . itl And this time there shall be no escape1" She 

held the fingers of her left hand against his forehead. 
"I Paul Jones renounce Yeshua, the Nazarene, and all 

his works." 
"Do you affirm Satan'?" 

"I do affirm Satan." 
"Do you bind yourself with word and deed to me, your 

Mistress of Earth?" 
"I do." 
"To the glory of our dark gods?" 
"To the glory of our dark gods." 
"Then receive from me as a sign of your faith this kiss." 
She kissed him, as ~lelusine had kissed him, tongue 

against tongue, while she pressed her body into his. Then 
she pushed him away. "Go now, and release her and bring her 
back to me. Then, before dawn, your desires will once again 
be fulfilled." 

He ran the first mile, then stopped to briefly walk 
before running again, and it took him less than an hour to 
reach the house where Father Albert lived. For a while 
he waited in the darkness outside and as he waited he felt a 
strength growing within him. It was a dark strength, born 
from lust, youth, rebellion and fear, and he was smiling 
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as he knocked on the door.
 
Father Albert cried in surprise and joy when he opened
 

the door to see him. "My sonl" he said.
 
Paul pushed him aside and rushed toward the chapel.
 .."Are you possessed?" Father Albert said as he scuttled 

after him. 
Paul did not answer. He untied Ceridwen and spat 

at the large crucifix which adorned the chapel. 
"Quickly:" Father Albert shouted to his companions. 

"Quickly comel He is possessedl" 
He tried to bar Paul's way, but was knocked aside. He 

fell, blocking the path for his two companions who could 
only watch as Ceridwen and Paul escaped into the shielding 
cover of the darkness. 

Richenda was waiting for them by the door to the cottage. 
"She is waiting for you, inside," she said to Paul before 

she embraced her sister in welcome. ..He ~ave a brief smile, then nervously entered. 
Outside, Richenda showed Ceridwen the crystal. "Do you 

wish to rest - or shall we begin?" 
"Let us begin." .. 
"First then, our foes." 
They stood beside each other with the crystal between 

them and Richenda began her visualization. She saw the clerics 
XXE in the study of the presbytery kneeling and praying, -
their breviaries open before them. Then one of them looked 
up, as if to smell something. She saw Father Albert stand 
and turn toward the door just as it burst into flames. He ... 
shielded his face as books above and around them caught 
fire, raining down in sudden profusion. Soon, the whole 
room was ablaze and then the whole building. Nothing that 
was living escaped from i~. 

Satisfied, Richenda turned her attentions elsewhere. 
There was a scream in the cottage as she began her second 
visualization. The crystal, Paul, ~lelusine - they were -
all keys, as her vision had fortold. Had the old man 
returned to her while she waited for Paul to return with 
her sis~er - or had it been a dream? 

The dark gods were waiting, as they had waited for centuries, I
and she would free them - earthing their power through 
a body ye~ to be born. She knew enough, through her mother's 
teaching and education as well as through her own intuitive 
understanding, to understand wha~ she was about to do - what I 
the old man had bid her do and what her mother had spoken of 
in mysterious words many times - and although she did not 
understand everything, she was happy to proceed and bring 
the dark forces back to earth. 

She began to chant, as Cerdiwen began to chant, the ancient words handed down by her mother. 'Nythra Kthunae Atazoth. 
Binan ath ga wath am:' She would not know where the child 
of her endev~urs would be born, or to whom, only that, nine 
months hence, the chosen child would emerge into the world. 

Inside the cottage and lying naked on the bed, Paul 
was dead, an expression of stark horror on his face. Near 
him on the floor, a recent crumpled newspaper lay. 'The 
Ironbridge Chronicle' was d~ted August 1888. [ 
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